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		  Datasheet File OCR Text:


		  getting ready using  the camera advanced  features software  installation settings viewing images bl00416-200 ( 1 ) this manual will show you how to use your  fujifilm digital camera finepix s5100/finepix s5500 correctly.  please follow the instructions carefully.   owner?s manual 1 3 4 5 6 2  www..net

 2 3 ec declaration of conformity w arning  ( for customers of finepix s5100 ) important be sure to read this page before using the software. for customers in the u.s.a. tested to comply  with fcc standards  for home or office use fcc statement this device complies with part 15 of the fcc rules. operation is subject to the following two conditions: (1) this device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation. caution this equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a class b digital device, pursuant to part 15 of the fcc rules. these limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential installation. this equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. however, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation. if this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to prevent fire or shock hazard, do not expose the unit to rain or moisture. to correct the interference by one or more of the following measures: ?reorient or relocate the receiving antenna. ?increase the separation between the equipment and receiver. ?connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is connected. ? consult the dealer or an experienced radio/tv technician for help. you are cautioned that any changes or modifications not expressly approved in this manual could void the user? authority to operate the equipment. notes on the grant: to comply with part 15 of the fcc rules, this product must be used with a fujifilm-specified ferrite-core a/v cable, usb cable and dc supply cord. for customers in canada caution this class b digital apparatus complies with canadian ices - 003. please read the safety notes ( ? p.118) and make sure you understand them before using the camera. notice before opening the cd-rom provided by fuji photo film co., ltd., please read this end user license agreement carefully. only if you agree with this agreement, should you use the software recorded on the cd-rom. by opening the package, you accept and agree to be bound by this agreement. end user license agreement t his end user license agreement (?greement? is an agreement between fuji photo film co., ltd. (?ujifilm? and you, which sets forth the terms and conditions of the license granted for you to use the software provided by fujifilm. the cd-rom contains third party software. in case a separate agreement is provided by a third party supplier for its software, the provisions of such separate agreement shall apply to the use of such third party software, prevailing over those of this agreement. 1. definitions. (a) ?edia?means the cd-rom titled ?oftware for finepix ax?which is provided to you together with this agreement. (b) ?oftware?means the software which is recorded on media. (c) ?ocumentation?means the operation manuals of software and other related written materials which are provided to you together with media. (d )  ?roduct?means media (including software) and documentation collectively. 2. use of software. fujifilm grants to you a nontransferable, nonexclusive license: (a)  to install one copy of software onto one computer in binary machine executable form; (b )  to use software on the computer onto which software is installed; and (c) to make one backup copy of software. 3. restrictions. 3.1 you shall not distribute, rent, lease or otherwise transfer all or any part of software, media or documentation to any third party without fujifilm? prior written consent. you also shall not sublicense, assign or otherwise transfer all or any part of the rights granted to you by fujifilm under this agreement without fujifilm? prior written consent. 3.2 except as expressly granted by fujifilm hereunder, you shall not copy or reproduce all or any part of software or documentation. 3.3 you shall not modify, adapt or translate software or documentation. you also shall not alter or remove copyright and other proprietary notices that appear on or in software or documentation. 3.4 you  sha ll not, or shall not have any third party, reverse-engineer, decompile, or disassemble software. 4. ownership. all copyrights and other proprietary rights to software and documentation are owned and retained by fujifilm or the third party suppliers as indicated on or in software or documentation. nothing contained herein shall be construed, expressly or implicitly, as transferring or granting any right, license, or title to you other than those explicitly granted under this agreement. 5. limited warranty. fujifilm warrants to you that media is free from any defect in material and workmanship under normal use for ninety (90) days from the date of your receipt of media. should media not meet the foregoing warranty, fujifilm shall replace such defective media with other media bearing no defect. fujifilm? entire liability and your sole and exclusive remedy with regard to any defect in media shall be expressly limited to such fujifilm? replacement of media as provided herein 6. disclaimer of warranty. except as provided in section 5 herein, fujifilm provides product ?s is?and without warranties of any kind, express or implied. fujifilm shall make no warranty, express, implied or statutory, as to any other matters, including, but not limited to non- infringement of any copyright, patent, trade secret, or any other proprietary rights of any third party, marchantability, or fitness for any particular purpose. 7. limitation of liability. in no event shall fujifilm have any liability for any general, special, direct, indirect, consequential, incidental, or other damages (including damages for loss of profits or lost savings) incurred from the use of or inability to use product even if fujifilm has been advised of the possibility of such damages. 8. no export. you acknowledge that neither software nor any part thereof, will be transferred, or exported to any country or used in any manner in violation of any export control laws and regulations to which software is subject. 9. termination. in case you breach any of the terms and conditions hereof, fujifilm may immediately terminate this agreement without any notice. 10. term. this agreement is effective until the date when you cease to use software, unless earlier terminated in accordance with section 9 hereof. 11. obligation upon termination. upon termination or expiration of this agreement, you shall, at your own responsibility and expense, delete or destroy immediately all software (including its copies), media and documentation. 12. governing law. this agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with laws of japan. we name : fuji photo film  ( europe ) g.m.b.h. address : heesenstrasse 31 40549 dusseldorf, germany declare that the product product name: fujifilm digital camera finepix s5100/finepix s5500 manufacture? name: fuji photo film co., ltd. manufacture? address: 26 - 30, nishiazabu 2 - chome, minato - ku, tokyo 106 - 8620, japan is in conformity with the following standards safety : en60065 emc : en55022 : 1998 classe b en55024 : 1998 en61000 - 3 - 2 :     1995  + a1:1998  + a2:1998 following the provision of the emc directive  ( 89 / 336 / eec, 92 / 31 / eec and  93 / 68 / eec ) and low voltage directive  ( 73 / 23 / eec ) . dusseldorf, germany september 1, 2004 place date signature/managing director bij dit produkt zijn batterijen geleverd. wanneer deze leeg zijn, moet u ze niet weggooien maar inleveren als kca

 5 1 2 3 4 5 6 4 contents warning (for customers of finepix s5100)  ........................... 2 important  .......................................................................... 2 ec declaration of conformity  ................................................. 3 preface  ................................................................................... 6 accessories included  .............................................................. 7 camera parts and features  ..................................................... 8 example of screen text display  .......................................... 9  photography mode  ................................................... 9  playback mode  ......................................................... 9 attaching the lens cap / strap / adapter ring  ............................................................................................................ 10 attaching the lens cap  ............................................................................................................................... ............................... 10 loading the batteries  ............................................................................................................................... ............................. 11 compatible batteries  ............................................................................................................................... .................................. 11 inserting the media  ............................................................................................................................... .................................. 12 checking the battery charge  ............................................................................................................................... ...................... 13 turning on and off / setting the date and time  .......................................................................................................... 14 correcting the date and time  ............................................................................................................................... ............. 15 changing the date order  ............................................................................................................................... ...................... 15 selecting the language  ............................................................................................................................... ......................... 16 1 getting ready basic operation guide  ............................................................................................................................... ............................. 17 taking pictures ( b auto mode)  ............................................................................................................................... ...... 20 using lcd monitor  ............................................................................................................................... ............................. 23 af-assist illuminator  ............................................................................................................................... ....................... 24 number of available frames  ............................................................................................................................... ......... 24  standard number of frames per  xd-picture card ............................................................................................................. 24 using af/ae lock  ............................................................................................................................... ................................. 25 using the zoom (optical zoom/digital zoom)  ......................................................................................................... 26 best framing  ............................................................................................................................... ........................................ 26 viewing the images (playback)  ............................................................................................................................... ............. 27 single-frame playback / selecting images / multi-frame playback  ............................................................................................ 27 playback zoom  ............................................................................................................................... .......................................... 28 erasing images (erase frame)  ............................................................................................................................... .............. 29 playback mode photography mode 2 using the camera b still photography focusing (distance)  ............................................................................................................................... .................................. 30 exposure (shutter speed and aperture)  ...................................................................................................................... 31 taking pictures ?selecting the camera settings  ................................................................................................... 32 b auto /  m portrait /  , landscape /  . sports /  / night scene  ...................................................................... 34 programmed auto  ............................................................................................................................... ............................. 35 shutter-priority auto  ............................................................................................................................... ..................... 36 aperture-priority auto  ............................................................................................................................... .................. 37 manual  ............................................................................................................................... .................................................... 38 e macro (close-up)  ............................................................................................................................... ................................ 39 d flash  ............................................................................................................................... ....................................................... 40 x auto flash  ............................................................................................................................... ............................................. 41 b red-eye reduction  ............................................................................................................................... ................................ 41 d forced flash  ............................................................................................................................... ......................................... 42 c slow synchro  ............................................................................................................................... ........................................ 42 n red-eye reduction + slow synchro  ............................................................................................................................... ...... 42 f continuous shooting  ............................................................................................................................... ...................... 43 f top 3-frame continuous shooting  ............................................................................................................................... ......... 44 j auto bracketing  ............................................................................................................................... .................................... 44 k final 3-frame continuous shooting  ............................................................................................................................... ....... 44 h long-period continuous shooting  ............................................................................................................................... ......... 45 d exposure compensation  ............................................................................................................................... ................. 46 continuous af  ............................................................................................................................... ............................................ 47 manual focus  ............................................................................................................................... .............................................. 48 increasing monitor brightness  ............................................................................................................................... ......... 49 y quality mode (number of recorded pixels)  .......................................................................................................... 50 quality settings in photography mode  ............................................................................................................................... ....... 50 s sensitivity  ............................................................................................................................... ............................................. 51 j finepix color  ............................................................................................................................... ......................................... 52 photography menu operation  ............................................................................................................................... ............ 53 photography menu  ............................................................................................................................... ................................... 54 * self-timer photography  ............................................................................................................................... ................ 54 a white balance  ............................................................................................................................... ..................................... 55 h af mode  ............................................................................................................................... .................................................. 57 photography menu p photo mode   photography > < m n photography functions 3 advanced features ; center  ............................................................................................................................... .............................................. 57 ? multi  ............................................................................................................................... .................................................. 57 ? area  ............................................................................................................................... ................................................... 58 ? photometry  ............................................................................................................................... ......................................... 58 j bracketing  ............................................................................................................................... ........................................... 59 g sharpness  ............................................................................................................................... ............................................. 59 z flash brightness adjustment  ............................................................................................................................... ...... 59 b playback playback information  ............................................................................................................................... ............................. 60 o erasing single / all frames  ............................................................................................................................... ........... 61 i protecting images: frame / set all / reset all  ..................................................................................................... 63 g automatic playback  ............................................................................................................................... .......................... 65 t recording voice memos  ............................................................................................................................... .................. 66 t playing back voice memos  ............................................................................................................................... .............. 68  playing back voice memos  ............................................................................................................................... ..................... 68 y trimming  ............................................................................................................................... ................................................. 69 u how to specify print options (dpof)  ........................................................................................................................ 71 u dpof set frame  ............................................................................................................................... ................................... 72 u dpof all reset  ............................................................................................................................... .................................... 74 b movie r recording movies  ............................................................................................................................... .............................. 75  recording times for  xd-picture card ............................................................................................................................... .... 75 y quality settings in movie mode  ............................................................................................................................... ... 77 playing back movies  ............................................................................................................................... ................................. 78  playing back movies  ............................................................................................................................... .............................. 78 playback mode p photo mode movie movie mode p photo mode   playback playback menu playback functions ? adjusting the monitor brightness / volume  ......................................................................................................... 79 set-up  ............................................................................................................................... ............................................................. 80 f using the set-up screen  ............................................................................................................................... ................. 80  set-up menu options  ............................................................................................................................... ........................... 81 power save setting  ............................................................................................................................... .......................... 82 format  ............................................................................................................................... .................................................... 82 world time (time difference)  ............................................................................................................................... ........ 83 frame no.  ............................................................................................................................... ............................................... 85 ccd-raw  ............................................................................................................................... ................................................. 85 4  settings 5.1 installation on a windows pc  ............................................................................................................................... ........... 86 5.2 installation on a mac os 9.2  ............................................................................................................................... ............. 88 5.3 installation on a mac os x  ............................................................................................................................... ............... 91 5 software installation 6.1 camera connection  ............................................................................................................................... ............................ 94 6.1.1 using the ac power adapter (sold separately)  ................................................................................................................ 94 6.1.2 connecting to a tv  ............................................................................................................................... ........................... 94 6.2 connecting to a pc  ............................................................................................................................... ............................. 95 6.2.1 connecting to a pc  ............................................................................................................................... ........................... 95 6.2.2 disconnecting the camera  ............................................................................................................................... ............... 98 6.3 using finepixviewer  ............................................................................................................................... ................................. 99 6.3.1 mastering finepixviewer  ............................................................................................................................... .................. 99 6.3.2 uninstalling the software  ............................................................................................................................... ................... 99 6.4 connecting the camera directly to the printer ?pictbridge function  ..................................................... 101 6.4.1 specifying images for printing on the camera  ................................................................................................................ 101 6.4.2 specifying images for printing without using dpof (single-frame printing)  ................................................................... 102 6 viewing images system expansion options  ................................................ 104 accessories guide  ............................................................. 105 conversion lens guide (sold separately)  .......................... 106 wide conversion lens wl-fx9/wl-fx9b  ..................... 106 teleconversion lens tl-fx9/tl-fx9b  .......................... 106 using your camera correctly  ............................................ 107 power supply and batteries  .............................................. 107 applicable batteries  ...................................................... 107 notes on the batteries  ................................................... 107 using the aa-size ni-mh batteries correctly  ................. 108 ac power adapter  ........................................................ 108 procedure for discharging rechargeable ni-mh batteries ... 109 notes on the  xd-picture card ....................................... 110 warning displays  ............................................................... 111 troubleshooting  ................................................................. 113 specifications  ..................................................................... 115 explanation of terms  ......................................................... 117 safety notes  ...................................................................... 118

 6 7 accessories included preface  test shots prior to photography for important photographs (such as weddings and overseas trips), always take a test shot and view the image to make sure that the camera is working normally. h fuji photo film co., ltd. cannot accept liability for any incidental losses (such as the costs of photography or the loss of income from photography) incurred as a result of faults with this product.  notes on copyright images recorded using your digital camera system cannot be used in ways that infringe copyright laws without the consent of the owner, unless intended only for personal use. note that some restrictions apply to the photographing of stage performances, entertainments and exhibits, even when intended purely for personal use. users are also asked to note that the transfer of  xd-picture card containing images or data protected under copyright laws is only permissible within the restrictions imposed by those copyright laws.  liquid crystal if the lcd monitor or viewfinder (evf) is damaged, take particular care with the liquid crystal in the monitor or viewfinder. if any of the following situations arise, take the urgent action indicated. h if liquid crystal comes in contact with your skin wipe the area with a cloth and then wash thoroughly with soap and running water. h if liquid crystal gets into your eye flush the affected eye with clean water for at least 15 minutes and then seek medical assistance. h if liquid crystal is swallowed flush your mouth thoroughly with water. drink large quantities of water and induce vomiting. then seek medical assistance.  notes on electrical interference if the camera is to be used in hospitals or aircrafts, please note that this camera may cause interference to other equipment in the hospital or aircraft. for details, please check with the applicable regulations.  handling your digital camera this camera contains precision electronic components. to ensure that images are recorded correctly, do not subject the camera to impact or shock while an image is being recorded.  trademark information h and  xd-picture card are trademarks of fuji photo film co., ltd. h ibm pc/at is a registered trademark of international business machines corp. of the u.s.a. h macintosh, power macintosh, imac, powerbook, ibook and mac os are trademarks of apple computer, inc., registered in the u.s. and other countries. h adobe acrobat  reader  is a trademark of adobe systems incorporated of the u.s. h microsoft, windows, and the windows logo are trademarks, or registered trademarks of microsoft corporation in the united states and/or other countries. windows is an abbreviated term referring to the microsoft  windows  operating system. ? the ?esigned for microsoft  windows  xp?logo refers to the camera and the driver only. h other company or product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of the respective companies.  explanation of color television system ntsc:  national television system committee, color television telecasting specifications adopted mainly in the u.s.a., canada and japan. pal: phase alternation by line, a color television system adopted mainly by european countries and china.  exif print (exif ver. 2.2) exif print format is a newly revised digital camera file format that contains a variety of shooting information for optimal printing. h aa-size alkaline batteries (lr6) (4) h 16 mb,  xd-picture card (1) included with: anti-static case (1) h shoulder strap (1) h adapter ring ar-fx5a (1) h lens cap (1) h a/v cable for finepix s5100/ finepix s5500 (1) approx. 1.5 m (4.9 ft.), plug (2.5 mm dia.) to pin-plug   2 h usb cable (mini-b) (1) h cd-rom (1) software for finepix ax h owner? manual (this manual) (1)

 8 9 example of screen text display #yyy
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  �   y  " number of available frames finepix color camera shake warning date af warning battery level warning battery level warning quality mode af frame exposure compensation indicator photography mode shutter speed zoom bar aperture setting display protection vo ice memo dpof playback mode date t ime playback frame number self-timer macro (close-up) photometry flash exposure compensation  continuous shooting white balance sensitivity        photography mode  playback mode flash pop-up button  (p.18, 40) strap mount slot cover  (p.12) usb socket (mini-b)  (p.96) dc in 5v (power input) socket (p.94) a/v out (audio / visual output) socket (p.94) self-timer lamp  (p.54) microphone flash  (p.40) flash control sensor af-assist  illuminator  (p.24) speaker xd-picture card slot lens camera parts and features exposure compensation  button  (p.46) focus mode selector button continuous shooting  button  (p.43) shutter button focus mode selector lock switch power switch playback mode  (p.27) power-off photography mode  (p.20) auto  (p.34) programmed auto  (p.35) manual  (p.38) portrait (p.34) landscape (p.34) sports (p.34) night scene (p.34) aperture-priority auto  (p.37) shutter-priority auto  (p.36) movie  (p.75) mode dial w  (wide zoom) button  (p.19, 26) photo mode(     )  button  (p.18) disp (display)/back  button  (p.19) low light  viewfinder button  (p.49) battery cover  (p.11) menu/ok button  (p.19) 4-direction ( abd c ) button  (p.19) t  (tele zoom) button  (p.19, 26) strap mount  (p.10) viewfinder (evf) diopter adjustment dial evf/lcd  (monitor selector)  button  (p.18) tripod mount lcd monitor indicator lamp  (p.23) d /      (macro) button  (p.39)   c /      (flash) button  (p.41) ? refer to the pages in parentheses for information on using the camera parts or features.

 10 11 getting ready 1 1 load the batteries correctly as indicated by the polarity icons. 2 press on the battery cover to push the batteries down. 3 slide the battery cover closed. 1 2 check that the camera is turned off (indicator lamp is off) before opening the battery cover.  ! if opening the battery cover while the camera is still on, the camera will turn off.  ! do not apply force to the battery cover. do not open the battery cover while the camera is on. this could damage the  xd-picture card or ruin the image files on the  xd-picture card . 0 1 0 2 0 3 2 pull the lens cap cord through the strap.  ! attach the lens cap cord to prevent losing the lens cap.  ! attach the strap correctly to avoid dropping the camera. 3 screw the adapter ring in the direction of the arrow to mount it on the camera. 4 to prevent the lens cap from appearing in the shot when you take pictures, attach the lens cap to the strap. attach the lens cap to the lens by pressing in on each side of the cap. 1 attach the strap to the strap mounts on the camera. once you have attached both ends of the strap, check carefully to make sure that the strap is firmly secured. mount the adapter ring on the camera at all times. this setting blocks unwanted external light, protects the lens and allows the optional conversion lens to be attached. attaching the lens cap at t aching the lens cap / strap / adapter ring 1 getting ready loading the batteries compatible batteries h aa-size alkaline batteries (lr6) (4), or aa-size ni-mh batteries (hr-aa) (4) (sold separately).  ! please use the same brand and grade aa-size alkaline batteries as those supplied with the camera.  how to use the batteries   h never use the following types of batteries, as this could cause serious problems such as battery fluid leakage or overheating: 1. batteries with split or peeling outer casings 2. combinations of different types of batteries or new and used batteries together h do not use manganese or ni-cd batteries. h soil, such as fingermarks on the poles of the batteries can shorten time for which the batteries can be used. h the time for which aa-size alkaline batteries (referred to hereafter simply as alkaline batteries) can be used varies depending on the brand. some alkaline batteries may stop providing power more quickly than those supplied with the camera. note also that due to their nature, the time for which alkaline batteries can be used decreases in cold conditions (0? to +10?/+32? to +50?). the use of aa-size ni-mh batteries is better for this reason. h use fujifilm battery charger (sold separately) to charge aa-size ni-mh batteries. h see p.107-108 for other notes on using batteries. h when first purchased or if left unused for a long period, the amount of time which aa-size ni-mh batteries can be used may be short. see p.108 for more information. outer casing

 13 getting ready 1 12 1 set the power switch to ?ff? open the slot cover after checking that the indicator lamp is off.  ! if the  xd-picture card is oriented incorrectly, it will not go all the way into the slot. do not apply force when inserting an xd-picture card .  ! if opening the slot cover while the camera is still on, the camera will turn off. 2 align the indicators on the xd-picture card slot and xd-picture card and then push the card firmly all the way into the slot. indicator 3 close the slot cover.  how to replace the  xd-picture card  make sure that the camera is turned off before opening the slot cover. push the  xd-picture card into the slot and then slowly remove your finger. the lock is released and the  xd-picture card is pushed out. inserting the media  power save function   when this function is active, it turns off the screen (sleep mode) to reduce power consumption if the camera is not used for 60 seconds ( ? p.82). if the camera is then left unused for 2 or 5 minutes, the power save function turns the camera off. to turn the camera back on, set the power switch to ?ff briefly and then back to  q ?or  w ? turn the camera on and check the battery charge. checking the battery charge  ! depending on the camera mode and the type of batteries used, the transition from  c ?to  v ?may occur more quickly.  ! due to the nature of the battery, the battery low warning may appear early when the camera is used in cold locations. this is normal. try warming the batteries in your pocket or a similar location before use. ? battery level warning 1) the camera? estimation of the remaining battery charge varies greatly depending on the camera operation mode. consequently, even if  c ?or  v ?is not displayed in playback mode, one of them may appear when you change to photography mode. 2) depending on the battery type and the level of charge in the batteries, the camera may run out of power without first displaying a battery level warning. this is particularly likely to happen when batteries that have run out of charge once are re-used. in situation 2), immediately load new or fully charged replacement batteries.  c ?appears as a small icon on the right-hand side of the screen.  v ?appears as a large icon in the center of the screen. 1 there is ample battery charge. 2 there is insufficient charge left in the batteries. the batteries will soon run out. have a new set of batteries ready. 3 the batteries are depleted. the display will shortly go blank and the camera will stop working. replace or recharge the batteries. blinking red lit red 1 2 3 no icon yyyy#yyy
 y y y y # y y y 
  lit red yyyy#yyy
 y y y y # y y y 
  blinking red

 15 getting ready 1 14 1 $%)$# $ % )  $ # ()*% ()*% (  )  * % +?!  +  ? !   $ $   *)$  * ) $ 1 press the ?enu/ok?button to display the menu on the screen. 2 press  d ?or  c ?to select  f ?option and then press  a ?or  b ?to select ?et-up? 3 press the ?enu/ok?button. 2 1 press  d ?or  c ?to move to option 2 and then press  a ?or  b ?to select ?ate/time? 2 press  c ? ()*% (  )  * %     )?)"   )  ? )  "  )"y'#y� )  "  y      '  #   y � () (  ) %    % yyyy y y y y y� y � (*))' (  * ) )  ' yyy y y y � () (  ) () (  ) #!   #   ! $  $   #"$, # " $ , 0 1 0 2 0 3 3 )?)"   )  ? )  "       yyyyyyyy}y y y y y y y  y y } y   
yy�yyyyyyyy%" 
  y y � y y   y y y y y y % " ....}""} . . . . } " " }   () (  ) #!   #   ! $  $   #"$, # " $ , )?)"   )  ? )  "  y y  yy?yy y y ? y y    yy?yy y y ? y y     
yy�yyyyyyyy%" 
  y y � y y   y y y y y y % " "" " " ?    ? .... . . . . () (  ) #!   #   ! $  $   #"$, # " $ , 1 turn the power switch to turn the camera on and off. when turning the camera on, the indicator lamp lights green. the lens moves when the camera is in  q  photography mode. take care not to obstruct the lens. obstructing the lens will cause damage and  8 ?r 9  will appear. take care also not to get fingerprints on the camera lens as this will result in impaired image quality in your shots. )?)"y#$)y()   )  ? )  "  y # $ ) y (  ) () (  ) #$ # $ $  $   #"$, # " $ , 2 when using the camera for the first time after purchasing, the date and time are cleared. press the ?enu/ok?button to set the date and time.  ! if the message (see figure at left) does not appear, refer to ?orrecting the date and time?( ? p.15) and check and correct the date and time settings.  ! the message also appears when the camera batteries have been removed and the camera has been left for a long period.  ! to set the date and time later, press the ?isp/back?button.  ! if you do not set the date and time, this message will appear each time you turn the camera on. )?)"   )  ? )  "       yyyyyy
yy}yyy
 y y y y y y 
 y y } y y y 
 
yy�yyyyyyyy" 
  y y � y y   y y y y y y  " ....}""} . . . . } " " }   () (  ) #!   #   ! $  $   #"$, # " $ , 3 1 press  d ?or  c ?to select year, month, day, hour or minute. 2 press  a ?or  b ?to correct the setting.  ! holding down  a ?or  b ?changes the numbers continuously.  ! when the time displayed passes ?2:00? the am/pm setting changes. 0 1 0 2 4 once you have set the date and time, press the ?enu/ok?button. pressing the ?enu/ok button changes the camera to photography or playback mode.  ! at the time of purchase and after leaving the camera for a long period with the batteries removed, settings such as the date and time are cleared. once the ac power adapter has been connected or the batteries have been installed for 2 hours or more, the camera settings will be retained for roughly 6 hours even if both sources of power are removed. )?)"   )  ? )  "  yy}yyyyy}yy     y y } y y y  y y } y y   
yyyyy 
  y y y y y    yyyyyy%" y y y y y y % " ....}""} . . . . } " " }   () (  ) #!   #   ! $  $   #"$, # " $ , turning on and off / setting the date and time correcting the date and time / changing the date order 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 2 0 3 0 1 0 2 0 3  ! holding down  a ?or  b ?changes the numbers continuously.  ! when the time displayed passes ?2:00? the am/pm setting changes. correcting the date and time 1 press  d ?or  c ?to select year, month, day, hour or minute. 2 press  a ?or  b ?to correct the setting. 3 always press the ?enu/ok?button after the settings are completed. changing the date order 1 press  d ?or  c ?to select the date order. 2 press  a ?or  b ?to set the order. refer to the table below for details of the settings. 3 always press the ?enu/ok?button after the settings are completed. date order explanation yyyy.mm.dd displays the date in the ?ear. month. day format. mm/dd/yyyy displays the date in the ?onth / day / year format. dd.mm.yyyy displays the date in the ?ay. month. year format.

 17 using the camera 2 16 with the ?     ?button held  down, press the  d ?or  c ? button to select the exposure  compensation. photography mode movie mode 0  photography mode selector movie t urn the mode dial to select the photography mode. 0  exposure  compensation button 0  focus mode selector button on/off and  ?      ? photography  mode/  ?      ? playback mode  selector switch use the power switch to select the mode. 0  power switch night scene sports manual landscape aperture-priority auto portrait shutter-priority auto auto programmed auto unlock using the focus mode selector lock switch.   press the focus mode selector button to change the  focus mode. 0  continuous shooting button with the ?   ?button held down, press   d ?or  c ?to select the continuous  shooting mode. s-af  : single af  m f   : manual focus c-af  : continuous af focus mode selecting the language 1 1 press the ?enu/ok?button to display the menu on the screen. 2 press  d ?or  c ?to select  f ?option and then press  a ?or  b ?to select ?et-up? 3 press the ?enu/ok?button. 1 the ?et-up?screen appears. press  d ?or  c  to move to option 4 and then press  a ?or  b ?to select  . 2 press  c ?to select ?nglish? ?rancais? ?eutsch? ?spa?ol? ?taliano?   or  ? press  c ?to cycle through the language settings.  ! the screens in this manual are shown in english.  ! see p.81 for more information on the  f ?option menu. $%)$# $ % )  $ # ()*% ()*% (  )  * % +?!  +  ? !   $ $   *)$  * ) $ 2 ()*% (  )  * %     ('yyyyyyy�   (    '   y y y y y y y � '()yyyyyyyy� '  (  ) y y y y y y y y � t? t ? ?!#}yyyyyy ? !  #  } y y y y y y #!(  #  !  (  #)( # ) (  +$y(.()"yyyy� +    $ y ( . ( )  " y y y y � $  $   $  $   () (  ) #!   #   ! $  $   #"$, # " $ , 0 1 0 3 0 2 0 1 0 2 basic operation guide 2 using  the camera this section describes the camera? functions.

 19 using the camera 2 18 )'""# ) '  " "  #  )'""# ) '  " "  #  $  $   )'""# ) '  " "  #  $  $   photography:  press  t ?to zoom in (telephoto). press  w ?to zoom out (wide-angle). playback:  press  t ?to enlarge the image. press  w ?to revert to normal display. disp:   press this button to select the  screen display. back:   press this button to stop a  procedure midway through. the screen brightness is increased briefly. 1 display the menu. press the ?enu/ok? button. 4 confirm the setting. press the ?enu/ok?button. 3 select a setting. press the up or down arrow on the 4-direction button. photography:   d  button    t urns macro (    ) on  and off. c  button    sets the flash (    ). playback:  change frame or movie                    frame advance. instructions for the next step in the procedure  appear at the bottom of the screen. press the  button indicated. for example, to trim the image as shown in  the figure at right, press the ?enu/ok?button. up, down, left and right are indicated by black triangles in the owners manual. up or down is shown  as  a ?or  b ? and left or right is shown as  d ?or  c ?   displaying the on-screen help    0  zoom button ?        low light viewfinder button 0  disp / back button 0  dc  button 0  using the menus 2 select a menu option. press the left or right arrow on the 4- direction button. $ $   *)$  * ) $ (!)"' (  !   )  "  ' $ $   $ $   *)$  * ) $ (!)"' (  !   )  "  ' $ $   0  photo mode (    ) button photography:   select the quality (number of  recorded pixels), sensitivity and  finepix color settings. playback:   specify the print order (dpof) settings. 0  diopter adjustment dial makes the image in the viewfinder easier  to see. set the dial to the position where  the af frame appears sharpest. 0  evf/lcd (monitor selector) button pressing the ?vf/lcd?button toggles between  the viewfinder (evf) and the lcd monitor. use  whichever mode is best suited to your shot. 0  flash pop-up button to   use the flash, press the flash pop-up button  to release the flash. &7' -$% evf lcd basic operation guide

 21 using the camera 2 20 6 brace your elbows against your sides and hold the camera with both hands. position your right thumb so that it is handy for using the zoom.  ! moving the camera while shooting gives a blurred picture (camera shake). use a tripod to prevent camera shake, particularly for shots in the dark when the selected flash mode is suppressed flash.  ! there may be some uneven brightness at the lower edge of the screen. this is normal and does not affect the image.  ! the zoom setting is retained even when the camera is turned off. 7  ! check that the lens is clean. if it is dirty, clean the lens as informed on p.107. hold the camera so that your fingers or the strap do not cover the lens, flash, af-assist illuminator or flash control sensor. if the lens, flash, af-assist illuminator or flash control sensor is obscured, the brightness (exposure) of your shot may be incorrect. 8 press  t ?(telephoto) button to zoom in. press  w  (wide-angle) button to zoom out. a zoom bar appears on the screen. h optical zoom focal length (35 mm camera equivalent) approx. 37 mm to 370 mm max. zoom scale: 10  yyyy#yyy
 y y y y # y y y 
  zoom bar 5 press the flash pop-up button to pop up the flash.  ! when the flash pops up, the image may disappear and go dark briefly due to flash charging. the indicator lamp blinks orange during charging.  ! if the flash is used in dusty conditions or when it is snowing, white dots may appear in the image. this is due to the flash reflecting off the dust particles or snowflakes. use suppressed flash mode to fix the problem. 1 3 1 set the power switch to  q ? 2 set the mode dial to  b ? h focal range wide-angle: approx. 90 cm (3.0 ft.) to infinity telephoto: approx. 2.0 m (6.6 ft.) to infinity  ! use macro mode for subjects closer than 90 cm (3.0 ft.) ( ? p.39)  ! when  7 ?  - ?  q  or  = ?appears, see p.111. lock the focus mode selector lock switch to prevent the switch moves. 0 1 0 2 1 unlock the focus mode selector lock switch. 2 press the focus mode selector button to set the focus mode to ?-af?  ! see p.47-48 for information on the manual focus ?f?and the continuous af ?-af? 2 0 1 0 2 4 press the ?vf/lcd?button to alternate the display between the viewfinder (evf) and the lcd monitor. press the ?vf/lcd?button to select the viewfinder (evf). when the af frame in the viewfinder is difficult to see, adjust the viewfinder using the diopter adjustment dial. evf lcd diopter adjustment dial the evf/lcd selection is retained even when the camera is off or the mode dial setting is changed. continued t aking pictures ( b auto mode ) photography mode yyyy#yyy
 y y y y # y y y 
  (     (     " "      

 23 using the camera 2 22 using lcd monitor when using the lcd monitor to take pictures, press the ?vf/lcd?button to select the lcd monitor. 1 2 brace your elbows against your sides and hold the camera with both hands. position your right thumb so that it is handy for using the zoom.  ! moving the camera while shooting gives a blurred picture (camera shake). use a tripod to prevent camera shake, particularly for shots in the dark when the selected flash mode is suppressed flash.  ! there may be some uneven brightness at the lower edge of the screen. this is normal and does not affect the image. frame the shot so that the subject fills the entire af (autofocus) frame. 3 y y    }   }   ! the image shown on the lcd monitor before the picture is taken may differ in brightness, color, etc. from the image actually recorded. play back the recorded image to check it ( ? p.27). af frame frame the shot so that the subject fills the entire af (autofocus) frame.  ! when the subject is not in the af frame, use af/ae lock to take the picture ( ? p.25). 9 press the shutter button down halfway. when a short double-beep is heard, the camera focuses on your subject. the af frame on the screen becomes smaller and the camera sets the shutter speed and aperture. the indicator lamp (green) changes from blinking to lit.  ! the image shown on the screen before the picture is taken may differ in brightness, color, etc. from the image actually recorded. play back the recorded image to check it ( ? p.27).  ! when a short double-beep is not heard and  { ?appears on the screen, the camera cannot focus.  ! pressing the shutter button down halfway freezes the image on the screen briefly. this image is not the recorded image.  ! if  { ?appears on the screen (e.g. the shot is too dark for the camera to focus), try standing about 2 m (6.6 ft.) from the subject to take the picture. 10 press the shutter button down fully. when a clicking noise is heard, the camera records the image.  ! there is a slight delay between the shutter button being pressed and the picture being taken. playback the shot to check the image.  ! when pressing the shutter button down fully in one motion, the picture is taken without the af frame changing.  ! when the camera takes the picture, the indicator lamp lights orange (shooting disabled). the indicator lamp then turns green and the next picture can be taken.  ! the indicator lamp blinks orange while the flash is charging. the screen may go dark briefly. this is normal.  ! see p.111-112 for information on the warning displays. 11 bebeep y y    }   }  click yyyy#yyy
 y y y y # y y y 
  af frame before the flash fires,   ?appears on the screen. t aking pictures  ( b auto mode ) photography mode  subjects not suitable for autofocus   the finepix s5100/finepix s5500 uses a high-precision autofocusing mechanism. however, it may have difficulty focusing on the following: h very shiny subjects such as a mirror or car body h subjects photographed through glass h subjects that do not reflect well, such as hair or fur h subjects with no substance, such as smoke or flames h dark subjects h fast moving subjects h subjects with little or no contrast between the subject and the background (such as white walls or subjects dressed in the same color as the background) h shots where another high-contrast object (not the subject) is close to the af frame and is either closer or further away than your subject (such as a shot of someone against a background with strongly contrasting elements) for such subjects use af/ae lock ( ? p.25).  indicator lamp display display status lit green ready to shoot blinking green af/ae in progress, camera shake warning or af warning (ready to shoot) blinking green and orange alternately recording to  xd-picture card (ready to shoot) lit orange recording to  xd-picture card (not ready) blinking orange charging the flash (flash will not fire) blinking green  (1-second intervals) camera in power save mode ( ? p.82) blinking red i xd-picture card warnings no card loaded, card not formatted, incorrect format, card full or  xd-picture card error i lens operation error ? detailed warning messages appear on the screen ( ? p.111-112).

 25 using the camera 2 24 click in this shot, the subjects (two people in this case) are not in the af frame. taking the picture at this point will result in the subjects being out of focus. using af/ae lock 1 yyyy#yyy
 y y y y # y y y 
  move the camera slightly so that one of the subjects is in the af frame. 2 press the shutter button down halfway (af/ae lock). when a short double-beep is heard, the camera focuses on your subject. the af frame on the screen becomes smaller and the camera sets the shutter speed and aperture. the indicator lamp (green) changes from blinking to lit. 3 yyyy#yyy
 y y y y # y y y 
  bebeep y y    }   }  continue to hold the shutter button down halfway. move the camera back to the original image and press the shutter button fully.  ! af/ae lock can be applied repeatedly before the shutter is released.  ! use af/ae lock in all photography modes to guarantee excellent results. 4 y y    }   }  number of available frames yyyy#yyy
 y y y y # y y y 
  the number of available frames appears on the screen.  ! see p.50 for information on changing the quality setting.  ! the default quality  y ?set at shipment is  4 n?  standard number of frames per  xd-picture card the table below shows the standard number of frames for a new  xd-picture card formatted on the camera. the larger the xd-picture card capacity, the bigger the difference between the actual number of frames and the number shown here. also, the size of an image file varies depending on the subject. so the number of remaining shots may decrease by 2 or may remain the same. for this reason, the number displayed may not show the actual number of frames. quality setting number of recorded pixels dpc-16 (16 mb) dpc-32 (32 mb) dpc-64 (64 mb) dpc-128 (128 mb) dpc-256 (256 mb) 4 f 2272   1704 8 4 n 2272   1704 16 2 1600   1200 25 1 1280   960 33 16 32 50 68 33 66 101 137 66 132 204 275 134 266 409 550 ~ 2272   1704 1 3 7 15 30 268 532 818 1101 ` 640   480 122 247 497 997 1997 3993 61 dpc-512 (512 mb) af-assist illuminator press the shutter button down halfway in dimly lit conditions. the camera fires the af-assist illuminator (green) to allow easier focusing at shooting distances up to roughly 2 m depending on subject. however, the af-assist illuminator is not effective when the zoom is set to telephoto (high magnification: 6  or more). wherever possible, use a wide-angle zoom setting (low magnification) to take pictures.  ! when  { ?appears on the screen even with the af-assist illuminator used, the camera cannot focus. try standing about 2 m (6.6 ft.) from the subject to take the picture. t aking pictures  ( b auto mode ) photography mode  af (autofocus)/ae (auto-exposure) lock   on the finepix s5100/finepix s5500, pressing the shutter button down halfway locks the focus and exposure settings (af/ae lock). to focus on a subject that is off to one side or to set the exposure before composing the final shot, lock the af and ae settings. then compose and take the picture to get the best results.

 27 using the camera 2 26 0 1 0 2 multi-frame playback in playback mode, press the ?isp/back?button to change the display shown on the screen. press the ?isp/back?button until the multi-frame playback screen (9 frames) appears. 1 press  a ?  b ?  d ?or  c ?to move the cursor (orange frame) to the frame you want to select. press  a ?or  b ?repeatedly to jump to the next page. 2 press the ?isp/back?button again to enlarge the image.  ! the screen text display disappears after 3 seconds. t ext displayed no text displayed multi-frame playback 

 
       
 y??yy
�y%" y  ?   ?     y y 
  �   y % " 0 1 0 2 playback  frame number using the zoom  ( optical zoom / digital zoom ) press the zoom buttons to zoom in and out. the digital zoom can be used with the  2 ?  1  and  ` ?quality settings. when zooming changes between optical and digital, the position of the   ?indicator stops. press the same zoom button again to start the    indicator moving again.  ! the digital zoom cannot be used with the  4 ?quality setting.  ! see p.50 for information on changing the quality setting.  ! if the shot goes out of focus during zooming, hold the shutter button down halfway to refocus the shot. the position of the      indicator on the  z oom bar shows the zooming status. the area to the right of the separator  indicates digital zooming, while the area  to the left indicates optical zooming. optical zoom digital zoom zoom bar display ) , ) , ) , ) , h optical zoom focal length ? approx. 37 mm-370 mm, max. zoom scale: 10  h digital zoom focal lengths ? 2 : approx. 370 mm-525 mm,  max. zoom scale: approx. 1.4  1 : approx. 370 mm-659 mm,  max. zoom scale: approx. 1.8  ` : approx. 370 mm-1314 mm,  max. zoom scale: approx. 3.6  ? 35 mm camera equivalents best framing select the framing guideline in the photography mode. pressing the ?isp/back?button changes the screen display. press the ?isp/back?button until ?raming guideline?appears. te xt displayed framing guideline  displayed no text displayed scene     }   }  ($
  ( $ 
   yyyy#yyy
 y y y y # y y y 
  % position the main subject at the intersection of two lines in this frame or align one of the horizontal lines with the horizon. use this frame as a guide to the subject? size and the balance of the shot while composing a shot.  ! the framing guideline is not recorded on the image.  ! the lines in the scene frame divide the image into 3 roughly equal parts horizontally and vertically. the resulting printed image may be shifted slightly from the scene frame. t aking pictures  ( b auto mode ) photography mode  important   always use af/ae lock when composing a shot. the image may be out of focus if af/ae lock is not used. single-frame playback 1 set the power switch to  w ? 2 press  c ?to scan forward through the images. press  d ?to scan backwards.  ! set the power switch to  w ?to play back the last shot.  ! when the lens is extended during playback, the lens retracts as a protective measure if the camera is not used for 6 seconds. viewing the images  ( playback ) playback mode selecting images to select images on the thumbnail lists screen, hold down  d ?or  c ?for 1 second during playback.  still images viewable on the finepix s5100/finepix s5500   this camera will display still images recorded on the finepix s5100/finepix s5500 or still images (excluding some uncompressed images) recorded on any fujifilm digital camera that supports  xd- picture card s. clear playback or playback zooming may not be possible for still images shot on cameras other than the finepix s5100/finepix s5500.

 29 using the camera 2 28 1 set the power switch to  w ? 2 3 1 press the ?enu/ok?button during playback to display the menu on the screen. 2 press  d ?or  c ?to select  o ?erase. 1 press  a ?or  b ?to select ?rame? 2 press the ?enu/ok?button to confirm the selection. see p.61 for information on ?ll frames? erased frames (files) cannot be recovered. back up important frames (files) onto your pc or another media. 4 1 press  d ?or  c ?to select the frame (file) to be erased. 2 press the ?enu/ok?button to erase the displayed frame (file). to erase another image, repeat steps  1 and  2 . press the ?isp/back?button to cancel single frame erasing. 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 2  ! press the ?enu/ok?button repeatedly to erase consecutive image. take care not to erase important images.  ! to return to single-frame playback, press  a ?or  b ?to select  ? back?and then press the ?enu/ok?button. 0 1 0 2        '(  '  (  '"  '  "  !!y'"(  ! ! y  '  "  (        '(  '  (  '"  '  "  !!y'"(  ! ! y  '  "  ( .( .  ( #!   #   ! $  $   #"$, # " $ , '(  '  (  y $ ? $   ? '"  '  "  
 
        playback zoom press the zoom button during single-frame playback to zoom (enlarge) the still image. a zoom bar appears. press  a ?  b ?  d ?or  c ?to display another part of the image. the current displayed image appears on the navigation screen.  ! press the ?isp/back?button to cancel playback zoom.  ! playback zoom cannot be used with multi-frame playback.  ! press the ?isp/back?button to cancel playback zoom. zoom bar viewing the images  ( playback ) playback mode quality mode max. zoom scale 4 (2272   1704 pixels) approx. 14.2  2 (1600   1200 pixels) approx. 10.0  1 (1280   960 pixels) approx. 8.0  ` (640   480 pixels) approx. 4.0   zoom scales erasing images  ( erase frame ) playback mode navigation screen

 30 31 advanced features 3 focusing  ( distance ) photography functions 3 advanced features exposure refers to the light that hits the ccd or the total amount of captured light and determines the brightness of the image. the exposure is determined by the combination of aperture and shutter speed. in ae (auto- exposure), the camera determines the correct exposure, allowing for factors such as the brightness of the subject and the sensitivity setting. closed open when shooting a moving subject, you can either ?reeze the motion?or ?apture the sense of movement?by adjusting the shutter speed. freezes the motion of the subject. photographs the traces left by the subject? movement. by adjusting the aperture, you can change the depth of focus (depth of field). the area in front of and behind the subject is also in focus in the shot. the background is out of focus. fast slow shutter speed aperture the graph at left shows the way the aperture and shutter speed settings can be changed while maintaining the same exposure level. h when the aperture is decreased by one step, the shutter speed also decreases by one step (the dot moves upper left). h when the aperture is increased by one step, the shutter speed also increases by one step (the dot moves lower right). h combinations that result in the shutter speed or aperture being outside the available range of settings cannot be selected (white dots). h in the  n ?  m ?and  < ?photography modes, it is easy to select different settings along this line. h selecting settings that run parallel to this line by adjusting the brightness of the photographed image is referred to as exposure compensation. open closed ( a p erture ) slow (shutter speed) f ast  when you cannot get the correct exposure   exposure compensation: this function uses the exposure level set by the ae function as a reference (0) and then brightens (+) or darkens (? the image. by selecting auto bracketing, you can shoot 3 frames, one underexposed (?, one at the reference exposure (0) and one overexposed (+). (? (0) (+) main subject exposure  ( shutter speed and aperture ) photography functions the distance from the subject to the camera is referred to as the shooting distance. when the shooting distance is set correctly and the image appears sharp, the image is focused.  three focusing methods there are mechanisms for focusing: (1) single af (s-af); (2) continuous af (c-af); and (3) manual focus (mf). s-af : in this mode, the camera focuses each time the shutter button is pressed down halfway. select the af mode when the mode dial is set to  n ?  m ?  < ?or  > ?mode. c-af : when this mode is set, the camera focuses continuously on the subject in the center of the screen. use this mode to photograph moving subjects. see p.47 for details. mf : with the  d ?button held down, press the  t ?or  w ?button to focus the shot. see p.48 for details.  causes of focusing errors and the solutions the subject is not suited to af. use af lock (af mode: af (center)) ? 1 or mf. the subject is outside the shooting range. turn macro mode on or off. ? 2 the subject is moving too quickly. use mf (pre-setting the shooting distance for a shot). cause solution  subjects not suitable for autofocus   h very shiny subjects such as a mirror or car body h subjects photographed through glass h subjects that do not reflect well, such as hair or fur h subjects with no substance, such as smoke or flames h dark subjects h fast moving subjects h subjects with little or no contrast between the subject and the background (such as white walls or subjects dressed in the same color as the background) h shots where another high-contrast object (not the subject) is close to the af frame and is either closer or further away than your subject (such as a shot of someone against a background with strongly contrasting elements) ? 1 taking pictures using af lock press the shutter button down halfway to focus. recompose the shot and take the picture. capture the subject main subject ? 2 turning macro mode on/off approx. 90 cm (3.0 ft.)  to infinity (fixed at wide) approx. 10 cm to 2.0 m  (3.9 in.   t o 6.6 ft.) (fixed at wide) macro off macro on

 33 advanced features 3 32 t aking pictures ?selecting the camera settings photography functions d flash f continuous shooting x auto flash  yes p.39 p.41 p.41 p.42 p.42 p.42 p.44 p.44 p.44 p.45 p.30 p.46 no no no no yes yes yes yes no yes yes no yes no yes no no no no yes yes no no no yes yes yes yes no yes yes no yes no yes yes yes yes no no yes no no yes yes no yes no no no yes yes no yes no yes no no no yes yes no yes no no yes yes yes yes yes no no yes yes yes yes no yes yes yes yes yes no yes no no no no no yes yes yes yes yes no no yes yes yes no no b red-eye reduction d forced flash c slow synchro n red-eye reduction + slow synchro f top 3-frame j auto bracketing k final 3-frame h long-period (up to 40 frames) e macro focus mode (s-af/mf/c-af) d exposure compensation p.49 yes no ? increasing monitor brightness b m portrait , landscape . sports / night scene nm adjust all the camera settings yourself. r record a movie. 2 specify the photography settings ( ? p .39-49). e macro uses for close-up shots. d flash uses for shots in dark locations or for backlit subjects, etc. f continuous shooting uses to take a series of continuous shots or to use auto bracketing (with exposure compensation). d exposure compensation use the ae (auto-exposure) as a reference value of 0. this function brightens (+) or darkens (? the shot. 3 t ake the pictures (check the exposure and focus  ? adjust the shot composition  ? press the shutter button down fully).  y ou can use the menus for more detailed settings ( ? p .50-59, 77). the table below provides a number of sample settings. use the settings effectively. to achieve this result sample settings to express the motion of the subject set the mode dial to  m ?and select a slow shutter speed. (use a tripod to prevent camera shake.) to freeze the subject's movement set the mode dial to  m ?and select a fast shutter speed. to make the subject stand out by having the background out of focus set the mode dial to  < ?and select a wide aperture setting. to get a very large depth of focus set the mode dial to  < ?and select a narrow aperture setting. to prevent the image from having a red or blue cast due to the light source change the ?hite balance?setting in the photography menu. to prevent missing snapshot opportunities take pictures in auto mode (see ?sing the camera?. to prevent the subject from being overexposed or underexposed and to show the substance and textures of the subject clearly. use exposure compensation. select (+) if the background is pale and (? if the background is dark. ? the flash cannot be used for continuous shooting. when shutter speed and aperture adjustments alone do not give the correct exposure: when the image is too bright lower the  s ?sensitivity setting. when the image is too dark raise the  s ?sensitivity setting. use flash or the brightness adjustment function. no yes yes yes yes no no yes yes yes yes no no yes yes yes yes no ) multi _ spot + average ? 1 auto can only be set in  b ?mode. ? area and continuous af(c-af) cannot be used together. menu options * self-timer a white balance h af mode ; center ? multi ? area yes off auto center multi ?/3ev normal ? p.59 p.59 p.59 p.58 p.58 p.58 p.58 p.57 p.57 p.55 p.54 p.52 p.51 p.50, p.77 yes yes yes yes yes no no no yes yes yes yes no no no yes yes yes yes no no no yes yes yes yes no no no yes yes yes yes no no no no no no yes yes yes yes no no no yes yes yes yes no no no yes yes yes yes no j bracketing g sharpness z flash  (brightness adjustment) b factory defaults m ,  , ,  . ,  / nm 35 advanced features 3 34 set the mode dial to  n ? this is an automatic mode to specify the settings except for the shutter speed and aperture setting. this is a simple way to take pictures the same as the shutter-priority auto and aperture-priority auto modes (program shift). program shift press  a ?or  b ?to select different shutter speed and aperture setting combinations without changing the exposure setting. the shutter speed and aperture setting appear in yellow when the camera is in program shift mode.  ! any of the following cancels program shift: i changing the mode dial setting i popping the flash up i setting the camera to playback mode i turning the camera off  the shutter speed and aperture setting display   when the brightness of the subject is outside the camera? brightness metering range, ?--?appears as the shutter speed and aperture setting on the screen. ($
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   ????y??? ? ? ? ? y  ? ? ? b auto set the mode dial to  b ? this is the easiest mode to use and can be used for most types of shots. m portrait set the mode dial to  m ? this is the most suitable for shooting portraits. skin tones are shown beautifully and the overall tone is soft. , landscape set the mode dial to  , ? this mode is the best for shooting scenery in daylight and provides crisp, clear shots of scenery such as buildings and mountains. . sports set the mode dial to  . ? this is the most suitable for shooting sporting events. the priority to faster shutter speeds is given. / night scene set the mode dial to  / ? this mode is the best for shooting evening and night scenes. the priority to slow shutter speeds (up to 3 seconds) is given. to prevent camera shake, always use a tripod.  ! the camera selects the ?00?sensitivity setting. choose the sensitivity setting that best suits the conditions.  ! see p.33 for information on available flashes.  ! the camera selects the ?00?sensitivity setting. choose the sensitivity setting that best suits the conditions.  ! see p.33 for information on available flashes.  ! see p.33 for information on available flashes.  ! the camera selects the ?00?sensitivity setting. choose the sensitivity setting that best suits the conditions.  ! flash not available. when the flash is popped up,  v  appears.  ! the camera selects the ?00?sensitivity setting. choose the sensitivity setting that best suits the conditions.  ! see p.33 for information on available flashes. b auto /  m portrait /  , landscape /  . sports /  / night scene photography functions n programmed auto photography functions

 37 advanced features 3 36 set the mode dial to  < ? this is an automatic mode to set the aperture. use this mode to have the background out of focus (large aperture) or have both near and far objects in focus (small aperture).     }   }  aperture yyyy#yyy
 y y y y # y y y 
  ($  ( $ 
    setting the aperture press  a ?or  b ?to select the aperture. h aperture settings wide-angle: f2.8 to f8 in 1/3 ev increments telephoto: f3.1 to f9 in 1/3 ev increments  ! the displayed aperture settings on the screen may differ from the value described in specification.  the shutter speed and aperture setting display   in scenes that are extremely overexposed, the shutter speed setting appears in red. when this occurs, select a larger number of aperture. overexposed in scenes that are extremely underexposed, the shutter speed setting appears in red. when this occurs, select a smaller number of aperture.  ! when forced flash mode is selected, the slowest available shutter speed is 1/60 sec. underexposed when the brightness of the subject is outside the camera? brightness metering range, ?---?appears as the shutter speed setting. when this occurs, press the shutter button down halfway to measure the light level again and display a value. metering failed 
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   ???? ? ? ? ? y }   }  set the mode dial to  m ? this is an automatic mode to set the shutter speed. use this mode to freeze a moving subject (fast shutter speed) or convey the impression of movement (slow shutter speed). setting the shutter speed press  a ?or  b ?to select the shutter speed. h shutter speed setting 3 sec. to 1/1000 sec. in 1/3 ev increments     }   }  shutter speed yyyy#yyy
 y y y y # y y y 
  ($  ( $        ! the displayed aperture settings on the screen may differ from the value described in specification.  the shutter speed and aperture setting display   in scenes that are extremely overexposed, the aperture setting (f8) appears in red. when this occurs, select a faster shutter speed (up to 1/1000 sec.). overexposed in scenes that are extremely underexposed, the aperture setting (f2.8) appears in red. when this occurs, select a slower shutter speed (down to 3 sec.). underexposed when the brightness of the subject is outside the camera? brightness metering range, ?---?appears as the aperture setting. when this occurs, press the shutter button down halfway to measure the light level again and display a value. metering failed        yyyy#yyy
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 39 advanced features 3 38  when using the flash   when using the flash in macro mode, remove the lens adapter ring. if the adapter ring is not removed, a shadow may appear in the bottom center of your shot. select macro mode to take close-up shots. set the power switch to  q ? h focal range wide-angle: approx. 10 cm to 2.0 m (3.9 in. to 6.6 ft.) telephoto: approx. 90 cm to 2.0 m (3.0 ft. to 6.6 ft.) h effective flash range approx. 30 cm to 2.0 m (1.0 ft. to 6.6 ft.) % % }   }      yyyy#yyy
 y y y y # y y y 
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    press the  e ( d )?macro button. the  e ?appears on the screen indicating that you can take close-up shots. to cancel macro mode, press the  e ( d )?macro button again.  ! any of the following cancels macro mode: i changing the mode dial to  r ?  m ?  , ?  . ?or  /  mode i turning the camera off  ! if the flash is too bright, use flash brightness adjustment ( ? p.59).  ! use a tripod to prevent camera shake when shooting in the dark (when  | ?appears). 1 2 set the mode dial to  > ? use manual mode to set any shutter speed and aperture setting.     }   }  shutter speed yyyy#yyy
 y y y y # y y y 
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    setting the shutter speed press  a ?or  b ?to select the shutter speed. h shutter speed setting 15 sec. to 1/2000 sec. in 1/3 ev increments  ! see p.117 for information on evs.  ! use a tripod to prevent camera shake.  ! in shots with long exposures, noise (dots) may appear on the image.  ! when taking pictures with a fast shutter speed (1/2000 sec.), smearing (white stripes) may appear in the image ( ? p.117).  ! if the shutter speed is set to a speed faster than 1/1000 sec., the image may appear dark even if the flash is used. setting the aperture 1 hold down the  d ?button. 2 press  a ?or  b ?to select the aperture. h aperture settings wide-angle: f2.8 to f8 in 1/3 ev increments telephoto: f3.1 to f9 in 1/3 ev increments  the exposure indicator   use the exposure indicator on the screen as a guide when setting the exposure. when the brightness of the subject is outside the camera? brightness metering range, the indicator moves to the (+) end to show that the image will be overexposed (the (+) turns yellow) or to the (? end to show that the image will be underexposed (the (? turns yellow). 
 
       exposure indicator yyyy#yyy
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       aperture yyyy#yyy
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     ! the displayed aperture settings on the screen may differ from the value described in specification. > manual photography functions e macro  ( close-up ) photography functions available photography mode:

 41 advanced features 3 40 x auto flash use this mode for ordinary photography. the flash fires as required by the shooting conditions.  ! if pressing the shutter button while the flash is charging, the picture will be taken without the flash. b red-eye reduction use this mode to make sure that the subject? eyes appear normal when taking pictures of people in low-light conditions. the flash fires a pre-flash just before the picture is taken and then fires again to take the actual picture. the flash fires as required by the shooting conditions.  ! if pressing the shutter button while the flash is charging, the picture will be taken without the flash.  red-eye effect   when using the flash to take a picture of people in low-light conditions, their eyes sometimes appear red in the picture. this is caused by the light of the flash reflecting off the inside of the eye. use red-eye reduction flash to minimize the likelihood of this effect. take the following measures to make red-eye reduction more effective: h get the subjects to look at the camera. h get as close as possible to the subjects. the flash setting changes each time you press the  d ( c )?flash button.  ! if the flash is used in dusty conditions or when it is snowing, white dots may appear in the image due to flash reflecting off the dust particles or snowflakes. use suppressed flash mode.  ! when taking a picture using the flash, the image may disappear and go dark briefly due to flash charging. the indicator lamp blinks orange during charging.  ! the available flash modes are limited depending on the photography menu selected ( ? p.33). 4 press the shutter button down halfway.    appears on the screen when the flash is used. choose from 5 flash modes according to the type of shot. 1 set the power switch to  q ? 2 set the mode dial to  b ?  m ?  . ?  / ?  n ?  m ?  < ?or  > ?mode. 3 press the flash pop-up button to pop-up the flash. h effective flash range ( b ) wide-angle: approx. 30 cm to 5.0 m  (1.0 ft. to 13.8 ft.) telephoto: approx. 80 cm to 4.5 m  (2.6 ft. to 12.5 ft.)  ! if the shutter speed is set to a speed faster than 1/1000 sec., the image may appear dark even if the flash is used.  ! when the flash pops up, the image may disappear and go dark briefly due to flash charging. the indicator lamp blinks orange during charging.  suppressed flash   pressing the flash down changes the camera to suppressed flash mode. use this mode for taking pictures using indoor lighting, for shots taken through glass, and for photography in places such as theaters or at indoor sporting events where the distance is too great for the flash to be effective. when you use suppressed flash, the selected white balance function ( ? p.55) operates so that natural colors are captured along with the ambience of the available light. d flash photography functions  ! use a tripod to prevent camera shake, particularly for shots in the dark when the selected flash mode is suppressed flash.  ! see p.23, 111 for information on the camera shake warning. continued available photography mode:

 43 advanced features 3 42 1 set the power switch to  q ? 2 1 hold down the  f ?button. 2 press  d ?or  c ?to select the continuous shooting mode. release the  f ?button to confirm your selection. 3 setting the continuous shooting mode (except for ?ff?, the selected mode appears on the screen. f : top 3-frame continuous shooting j : auto bracketing k : final 3-frame continuous shooting h : long-period continuous shooting     }   }  % yyyy#yyy
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  ($  ( $       0 1 0 2     }   }  $ $   % yyyy#yyy
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  ($  ( $       d flash photography functions d forced flash use this mode in backlit scenes, such as a subject against a window or in the shade of a tree, or to get the correct colors when taking a picture under bright lighting. in this mode, the flash fires in bright as well as dark conditions. c slow synchro this is a flash mode that uses a slow shutter speed. this allows you to take pictures of people at night that clearly show both your subjects and the night time backdrop. to prevent camera shake, always use a tripod. h slowest shutter speed  / ? night scene: up to 3 sec. n red-eye reduction + slow synchro use this mode for slow synchro shots with red-eye reduction.  ! the image may be overexposed when shooting bright scenes. to take a picture of a main subject at night with the background brightly lit, use the  / ?(night scene) setting ( ? p.34). f continuous shooting photography functions  notes on using the continuous shooting modes   h shooting continues as long as you hold down the shutter button. in auto bracketing mode however, just press the shutter button once to shoot 3 frames. h if there is insufficient space on the  xd-picture card , as many frames as can be recorded on the available space are shot. when auto bracketing, if there is insufficient space on the  xd-picture card to record 3 frames, no pictures are taken. h the focus is determined in the first frame and cannot be changed in mid-sequence. h the exposure is determined in the first frame, but in long-period continuous shooting the exposure is adjusted for the scene being shot. h the speed of continuous shooting varies depending on the shutter speed. h the speed of continuous shooting does not change with the quality setting. h the flash cannot be used as the flash mode is set to suppressed flash. h for continuous shooting, final 3-frame continuous shooting and pictures taken using auto bracketing, the results are always displayed after you shoot. note that pictures taken using long-period continuous shooting are recorded without displaying the results. continued available photography mode:

 45 advanced features 3 44 $ $   yyyy#yyy
 y y y y # y y y 
  this mode allows you to take up to 40 continuous shots (max. 1.6 frames/sec.).  ! long-period continuous shooting cannot be used in the  m ?  , ?  . ?  / ?  n ?  m ?  < ?  > ?and  r ?modes.  focusing on a moving subject   if you press the shutter button down halfway to focus on the subject at the starting point  a , the subject may no longer be in focus when it reaches point  b where you want to take the shot. in such situations, focus on point  b beforehand and then lock the focus so that it does not shift. this feature is also useful for photographing fast-moving subjects that are difficult to focus on.  flash   when a continuous shooting mode is selected, the flash mode is forcibly set to  v ?suppressed flash. however, when the mode is changed back to normal photography, the flash setting specified before continuous shooting was selected is restored. starting point point where you want to take the picture a b focus on      and lock the focus. b b a focus on  y  and the focus is wrong at     .  far  near f continuous shooting photography functions this mode shoots up to 3 frames (max. 3 frames/sec.). when taking the pictures, the images appear (in sequence from the left) and are recorded.  ! the maximum file recording time using the continuous shooting is 3.3 seconds when recording in  xd-picture card . f top 3-frame continuous shooting available photography mode: ()$'# ( ) $ '  #  this mode shoots the same image with different exposure settings. bracketing shoots 3 continuous frames each with a different exposure setting. a is correctly exposed,  b is overexposed and  c is underexposed.  the settings (exposure range) can be changed in the photography menu. h auto bracketing settings (3) ?/3 ev, ?/3 ev, ? ev  ! if the underexposed or overexposed frame is outside the camera? control range, the picture is not taken with the specified setting increments.  ! auto bracketing cannot be used in  b ?  m ?  , ?  . ?  / ?or  r ?mode. j auto bracketing available photography mode: h long-period continuous shooting available photography mode: a b c ()$'# ( ) $ '  #  ' )#  '      )  #  ?
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 ?  ? ?  press the ?enu/ok?button to display the menu and change the setting in the  j ?bracketing menu option ( ? p.59). changing the setting (exposure range) press shutter button max. 40 shots 3 frames release shutter button        this mode allows you to release the shutter up to 40 times (max. 3 frames/sec.) and record the last 3 frames. if you take your finger off the shutter button before 40 shots have been taken, the camera records the final 3 frames shot before you released the shutter button. if there is insufficient space on the  xd-picture card , the camera records as many of the shots taken just before the shutter button was released as will fit on the  xd-picture card . k final 3-frame continuous shooting available photography mode:

 47 advanced features 3 46 use this button to take pictures of a moving subject. using continuous af mode reduces the time required for focusing. use this function for shots to get the correct brightness (exposure), such as shots with extremely high contrast between the subject and the background. 1 hold down  d ?button. 2 press  d ?or  c ?to set the compensation value. the symbol indicating the compensation direction ( or +) turns yellow. the  d ?icon also turns yellow while exposure compensation is being set and then turns blue after setting is completed. h compensation range ? ev to +2 ev (13 steps in 1/3 ev increments)  ! exposure compensation cannot be used in the  b ?  m ?  , ?  . ?  / ?  > ?and  r ?modes.  ! exposure compensation is disabled in the following situations: when  d ?(forced flash) or  b ?(red-eye reduction) mode is used and the scene is dark. 0 1 0 2 set the power switch to  q ? 1 set the mode dial to  n ?  m ?or  < ?mode. 2 3 % }   }  y y    exposure  compensation indicator yyyy#yyy
 y y y y # y y y 
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    d exposure compensation photography functions available photography mode: this setting is retained when the mode is changed or the camera is turned off (  d ?icon appears). set the exposure compensation to ??unless compensation is required.  to obtain the optimum brightness   adjust the exposure compensation according to the level of brightness or darkness in the image. h when the subject appears too bright try a negative (? compensation setting. this will make the overall image darker. h when the subject appears too dark try a positive (+) compensation setting. this will make the overall image brighter.  guide to compensation i backlit portraits: +2 steps to +4 steps (+ d w ev to +1 d q ev) i very bright scenes (such as snowfields) and highly reflective subjects: +3 steps (+1 ev) i shots made up predominantly of sky: +3 steps (+1 ev) i spotlight subjects, particularly against dark backgrounds: ? steps ( d w ev) i scenes with low reflectivity, such as shots of pine trees or dark foliage: ? steps ( d w ev) 1 set the power switch to  q ? 2 set the mode dial to  b ?  m ?  , ?  . ?  / ?  n ?  m ?  < ?or  > ?mode. 1 unlock the focus mode selector lock switch. 2 press the focus mode selector button to set the focus mode to ?-af? 3 lock the focus mode selector lock switch to prevent the switch moves. frame the shot so that the subject fills the entire af frame. the camera continues to focus on the main subject in the af frame. press the shutter button down halfway (af/ae lock) without releasing the button, press the button down fully to take the picture. this allows you to shorten the focusing time.  ! continuous af is disabled in the af area or mf (manual focus) modes. see p.57 for information on changing af mode. yyyy#yyy
 y y y y # y y y 
  1 2 3 4 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 3 0 2  notes on continuous af  because the camera focuses continuously without pressing the shutter button, note the following: i watch the battery level carefully since the camera consumes more power in this mode than in other focus modes (s-af and mf). i if the power save function is set to ?ff? particular attention must be given to the battery level. continuous af photography functions available photography mode: yyyy#yyy
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 49 advanced features 3 48 this is useful when checking the shot composition for dimly lit scenes (slow synchro shots, etc.). 1 set the power switch to  q ? 2 set the mode dial to  b ?  m ?  , ?  . ?  / ?  n ?  m ?  < ?or  > ?mode. press the  ? ?low light viewfinder button.  ? ?appears on the screen and the subject is displayed brightly. to cancel increased brightness: press the  ? ?low light viewfinder button again. this function is automatically cancelled after each shot.  ! this function is purely for checking the composition of your shot. it does not increase the brightness of the photographed image.  ! even if you increase the brightness in dark locations, you may not see the subject.  ! to maintain the monitor brightness, specify the desired setting in the  ? evf/lcd?(lcd monitor brightness) adjustment in the settings menu. the adjustment is retained even after taking pictures or turning camera off. see p.79 for details. 3 *% * % yyyy#yyy
 y y y y # y y y 
  ! y(y ' )#  !   y  ( y  '    )  #   to set the focus manually, use this function after adjusting the focus automatically with ?-af?auto focus mode. set the power switch to  q ?  ! manual focus cannot be used in the  r ?movie mode.  ! if the subject moves or the zoom setting is changed, repeat the procedure from step  2 . 4 1 set the mode dial to  b ?  m ?  , ?  . ?  / ?  n ?  m ?  < ?or  > ?mode. 2 1 hold down the  d ?button. 2 press the  t ?or  w ?button to adjust the focus. use the screen to check the focus. 1 unlock the focus mode selector lock switch. 2 press the focus mode selector button to set the focus mode to ?-af? focus on the subject and press the shutter button halfway. the camera is then focused on the subject. 3 press the focus mode selector button to set the focus mode to ?f? the focusing position is locked on the subject. 3 }   }  y y    " "  yyyy#yyy
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  ($  ( $       $  $  *( * ( #  #   (     " "       0 1 0 3 0 2 0 1 0 2 moves the focus further. d + t d + w moves the focus closer. manual focus photography functions increasing monitor brightness photography functions available photography mode:  mastering manual focusing   the image is unfocused when the camera moves. use a tripod to avoid camera shake. available photography mode:

 51 advanced features 3 50 ($  ( $ 
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       *)$  * ) $    () ( )  *)$  * ) $ #y # y 1 1 set the power switch to  q ? 2 set the mode dial to  b ?  m ?  , ?  . ?  / ?  n ?  m ?  < ?or  > ?mode. 3 press the  p ?button.  ! in  r ?movie mode, do not set the  s ?(sensitivity) setting. 2 3 1 press  d ?or  c ?to select the  s ?setting and then press  a ?or  b ?to change the setting. 2 press the ?enu/ok?button to confirm the setting. h settings b :  auto/64/100/200/400 m ,  , ,  . ,  / ,  n ,  m ,  < and  > : 64/100/200/400 when the sensitivity is set to ?4? ?00? ?00?or ?00?the selected sensitivity setting appears on the screen.  ! when setting ccd-raw ( ? p.85), only the ?4? ?00?and ?00?sensitivity settings can be selected.  ! while selecting a higher sensitivity setting will allow you to take pictures in darker locations, it will also increase the amount of speckling in your images. streaking may also be visible in shots of scenes such as the night sky. choose the sensitivity setting that best suits the conditions. 0 1 0 3 0 2 0 1 0 2          }   }  % yyyy#yyy
 y y y y # y y y 
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   #y # y    () ( )  *)$  * ) $ #y # y y'"( y  '  "  ( 1 1 set the power switch to  q ? 2 set the mode dial to  b ?  m ?  , ?  . ?  / ?  n ?  m ?  < ?or  > ?mode. 3 press the  p ?button. 1 press  d ?or  c ?to select the  y ?quality setting and then press  a ?or  b ?to change the setting. 2 press the ?enu/ok?button to confirm the setting.  ! the numbers to the right of each setting show the number of available frames.  ! when changing the quality setting, the number of available frames also changes ( ? p.24). quality settings in photography mode 0 1 0 3 0 2 printing at up to 4r (10.2   15.2 cm/4   6 in.) / a6 size quality mode 2 (1600   1200) printing at up to 6r (15.2   20.3 cm/6   8 in.) / a5 size for better quality, select  4 f 4 f (2272   1704) 4 n (2272   1704) printing at up to 3r (8.9   12.7 cm/3.5   5 in.) size 1 (1280   960) to use for e-mail or web site ` (640   480) sample uses 2 0 1 0 2 y quality mode  ( number of recorded pixels ) p photo mode   photography the quality setting is retained even when the camera is off or the mode setting is changed. s sensitivity p photo mode   photography sensitivity is retained even when the camera is off or the mode setting is changed. selecting auto as the sensitivity setting, the camera selects the best sensitivity setting for the subject? brightness. refer to ?pecifications?( ? p.115) for information on the auto sensitivity setting. the auto sensitivity setting can be selected in the  b ?photography modes.

 53 advanced features 3 52 () ( )  *)$  * ) $ ()#' ( )  #   '  '$"   ' $ "  ,   , $!$'  $ ! $ ' #y # y 1 1 set the power switch to  q ? 2 set the mode dial to  b ?  m ?  , ?  . ?  / ?  n ?  m ?  < ?or  >  mode. 3 press the  p ?button. 2 1 press  d ?or  c ?to select the  j ?finepix color setting and then press  a ?or  b ?to change the setting. 2 press the ?enu/ok?button to confirm the setting. 0 1 0 3 0 2 0 1 0 2  ! in  r ?movie mode, do not set the  j ?finepix color setting. 3  ! p -chrome may have little visible effect with some subjects, such as close-up shots of people (portraits).  ! because the effects on the image differ depending on the scene being shot in  p -chrome mode, take pictures in standard mode as well as this mode. note that you may not be able to see any difference on the screen.  ! for shots taken in  p -chrome mode or  p -b&w mode, automatic quality adjustment will be suppressed on exif print compliant printers. when setting  p -chrome or  p -b&w, the icon appears on the screen. p -chrome:  ? p -b&w:  the contrast and color saturation are set to standard. use this mode for normal photography. p -standard the contrast and color saturation are set to high. this feature is effective for taking more vivid shots of subjects such as scenery (blue sky and greenery) and flowers. p -chrome this setting converts the colors in the photographed image to black and white. p -b&w yyyy#yyy
 y y y y # y y y 
  j finepix color p photo mode   photography the finepix color setting is retained even when the camera is off or the mode setting is changed. photography menu operation photography menu $ $   *)$  * ) $ (!)"' (  !   )  "  ' $ $   3 when you enable the setting, an icon appears in the top-left corner of the screen.  ! the settings available in the menu screen vary depending on the photography mode.     }   }  % yyyy#yyy
 y y y y # y y y 
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   press the ?enu/ok?button to display the menu on the screen. 1 1 press  d ?or  c ?to select the menu item and  a ?or  b ?to change the setting. 2 press the ?enu/ok?button to confirm the setting. 0 1 0 2 2 * self-timer ? p.54 use this setting for taking pictures such as group shots where the photographer is included in the shot. j bracketing ? p.59 use this setting to photograph the same image with different exposure settings. a white balance ? p.55 change the white balance setting to take a picture with the white balance fixed for the surroundings and lighting. h af mode ? p.57 set the focusing method. ? photometry ? p.58 use this setting for scenes where the brightness of the subject and background differ markedly so that the multi setting is unlikely to achieve the desired results. g sharpness ? p.59 use this setting to soften or emphasize outlines or to adjust the quality of the image. z flash brightness adjustment ? p.59 change this setting to adjust the amount of light emitted by the flash to suit the photography conditions or to achieve a desired effect.

 55 advanced features 3 54 beep $ $   , ,  *)$  * ) $ 1 use this setting to set the white balance for the ambient natural or artificial lighting in images. use this setting to achieve special effects also. 1 select  i ?custom white balance. 2 press the ?enu/ok?button. custom white balance 2 hold a piece of white paper under the light source you are setting the white balance for, so that it fills the entire screen. then press the shutter button to set the white balance. 0 1 0 2 $ $   *)$  * ) $ , ,  *)$  * ) $ $  $   #"$, # " $ , *()$"y,  * ( ) $ " y ,  #$)y# # $ ) y    #   #,y, #  , y ,  #!   #   ! *)$  * ) $ (!)"' (  !   )  "  ' $ $   photography menu photography menu ? displaying the menus ( ? p.53) the self-timer is used in situations where the photographer is included in the shot. when selecting the self-timer setting, the self-timer icon appears on the screen. ( : the picture is taken after 2 seconds. * : the picture is taken after 10 seconds.  ! any of the following cancels the self-timer setting: i completing the shooting i changing the mode dial setting i setting the camera to playback mode i turning the camera off * self-timer photography available photography mode: 1 auto: automatic adjustment ( shooting to show the ambience of the light source) i : custom white balance 6 : shooting outdoors in good weather 7 : shooting in shade 9 : shooting under ?aylight?fluorescent lamps 0 : shooting under ?arm white fluorescent lamps - : shooting under ?ool white fluorescent lamps 8 : shooting in incandescent light ? when the flash fires, the white balance setting (excluding custom white balance) for the flash is used. consequently, to achieve a particular effect, the flash mode should be set to suppressed flash ( ? p.40).  ! the color tones may vary depending on the shooting conditions (light source, etc.). change the white balance setting to take a picture with the white balance fixed for the surroundings and lighting. in auto mode, the correct white balance may not be achieved for subjects such as close-ups of people? faces and pictures taken under a special light source. select the correct white balance for the light source. see p.117 for more information on the white balance. a white balance available photography mode:  ! the white balance setting does not affect the image shown on the screen. to use the white balance set previously, press the ?enu/ok?button without pressing the shutter button. continued   y y    }   }  3 the self-timer lamp lights and then starts blinking until the picture is taken.  ! to stop the self-timer, once it has started running, press the ?isp/back?button. 4 a countdown appears on the screen indicating the time remaining until the picture is taken. self-timer mode is cancelled after each shot. beep bebeep 2 1 position the af frame over the subject. 2 press the shutter button down halfway to focus on the subject. 3 without releasing the shutter button, press the button all the way down (fully pressed) to start the self-timer.  ! the af/ae lock can be also used ( ? p.25).  ! take care not to stand in front of the lens when pressing the shutter button as this can prevent the correct focus or brightness (exposure) from being achieved. yyyy#yyy
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   0 2 0 1 0 3  using the 2-second self-timer   this is useful when you have the camera on a tripod and you want to prevent camera shake.

 57 advanced features 3 56 $ $   *)$  * ) $    y"$ y " $   "*!) " * ! )  #)'   # )  ' '  '   ? multi press the shutter button down halfway. the camera recognizes any strongly contrasting subject near the center of the screen and displays the af frame over the subject in focus.  ! when taking pictures in macro mode, the camera focuses on the center of the screen. ; center the camera focuses on the center of the screen. use this setting when taking pictures using af/ae lock ( ? p.25).     }   }      }   }      }   }  % yyyy#yyy
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  ($  ( $           }   }  ? area ? multi ; center 3 when the correct exposure is measured,  p ?appears. press the ?enu/ok?button to confirm the setting.  ! the specified custom white balance is retained until it is reset. this setting is retained even if the batteries are removed.  ! after taking the picture, check the ?olor (white balance) setting for the image. i set the power switch to  w ?( ? p.27). when  y ?or  u ?appears, the white balance was not measured at the correct exposure. set the exposure compensation again, using a negative value (? when  y ?appears and a positive value (+) when  u ?appears. () (  ) $"%!)  $ " % !  )   y? y ? #!   #   ! $  $   #"$, # " $ , ???? ? ? ? ? ???  ? ? ? % *#' * #   ' $+' $ +  ' *#' * #   ' or yyyy#yyy
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  ($  ( $       photography menu photography menu ? displaying the menus ( ? p.53)  example   you can change the white balance for a photographed image by using colored paper instead of white paper. h af mode available photography mode: you cannot check the focus when taking pictures using the viewfinder. after taking the picture, play it back to check the focus. the af mode can only be selected when the focus mode is s-af ( ? p.20). press the shutter button down halfway. the af frame appears positioned on the high-contrast subject near the center of the image. when the camera has difficulty focusing on the subject in multi mode, set the af mode to center and use af/ae lock ( ? p.25). when there is no high-contrast subject in the center of the screen for a high-contrast subject in  the center of the screen continued
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   1 ? area the camera changes the focusing position on the screen. use this setting when composing the shot using a tripod and changing the focusing position. press  a ?  b ?  d ?or  c ?to move the   ?(target point) to the focusing position. 2 the af frame appears in the location to which the target point was moved. take the picture in the normal way. to reposition the af frame, select  ? area?from the  h ?af mode menu.     }   }  % yyyy#yyy
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   () (  ) #!   #   ! $  $   #"$, # " $ , (!)yy' (  !   ) y   y  '   before moving after moving use this setting for scenes where the brightness of the subject and background differ markedly so that the multi setting is unlikely to achieve the desired result. ) multi light metering where the camera assesses the scene and selects the optimum exposure. _ spot light metering where the exposure is optimized for the center of the image. + average light metering where an average value for the entire image is used.  ! in the  b ?  m ?  , ?  . ?  / ?and  r ?modes, light metering is fixed at the multi setting and cannot be changed. $ $   *)$  * ) $ "*!) " * ! )  (%$) ( % $ ) +'  +  '    %$)$")'. %  $ ) $ "  ) ' . photography menu photography menu ? displaying the menus ( ? p.53) regardless of the af frame location, the exposure is always set using the area in the center of the screen. to expose the shot for your main subject, use ae lock. ? photometry available photography mode:  the photometry modes are effective for the following subjects   h multi  in this mode, the camera uses automatic scene recognition to analyze the subject and provide optimum exposure in a wide range of shooting conditions. this mode should be used for everyday photography. h spot this mode is useful for subjects with strongly contrasting light and dark areas where you want to achieve the correct exposure for a particular feature. h average the advantage of this mode is that the exposure tends not to change for different compositions or subjects. this mode is particularly effective for shots of people wearing black or white clothing and shots of scenery. 2 0 1 0 2 j bracketing available photography mode: use this setting to photograph the same image with different exposure settings. bracketing shoots 3 continuous frames, one of which is correctly exposed while the remaining two are underexposed and overexposed respectively by a set amount. h bracketing settings (3) ?/3 ev, ?/3 ev, ? ev see p.117 for more information on evs.  ! if the underexposed or overexposed frame is outside the camera? control range, the shot is not taken with the specified setting increments.  ! flash photography cannot be used.  ! this feature always takes 3 shots. however, if there is insufficient space on the  xd-picture card for 3 shots, no picture will be taken. 1 use this setting to soften or emphasize outlines or to adjust the quality of the image. hard: emphasizes the outlines. best for shots of subjects such as buildings or text where sharp images are desirable. soft: softens the outlines. best for shots of subjects such as people, where a softer image is desirable. normal : best for ordinary photography. provides edge sharpness that is ideal for most picture taking situations. g sharpness available photography mode: use this setting to change the amount of light emitted by the flash to suit the photography conditions or to achieve a desired effect. h compensation range: ? levels  2/3 ev to +2/3 ev in approx. 1/3 ev increments (total: 5 levels selectable) see p.117 for information on evs.  ! depending on the type of subject and the shooting distance, brightness adjustment may have no effect.  ! the image may appear dark when the shutter speed is set to speeds higher than 1/1000 sec. z flash brightness adjustment available photography mode: after setting the exposure for bracketing: 1 hold down the  f ?button. 2 press  d ?or  c ?to select  j ? auto bracketing

 61 advanced features 3 60        '(  '  (  '"  '  "  !!y'"(  ! ! y  '  "  ( 1 1 set the power switch to  w ? 2 press the ?enu/ok?button to display the menu on the screen. 2 press  d ?or  c ?to select  o ?erase. all frames erases all unprotected frames (files). back up important  frames (files) onto your pc or another media. frame erases only the selected frame (file). ? back returns to playback without erasing any frames (files). 0 1 0 2 3 1 press  a ?or  b ?to select ?ll frames?or ?rame? 2 press the ?enu/ok?button.        '(  '  (  '"  '  "  !!y'"(  ! ! y  '  "  ( 0 1 0 2  ! this function cannot be used during multi-frame playback ( ? p.27). use this function to check the photography information. hold down the  d ?button to check the information. 
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    quality mode shutter speed aperture setting display finepix color sensitivity                                         flash histogram time date frame number playback information playback functions  histograms   a histogram is a chart showing the distribution of brightness in an image (horizontal axis: brightness; vertical axis: pixels). 1 optimal exposure: there is an ample distribution of pixels overall with a peak in the middle range. 2 overexposed: the number of highlight pixels is high with the distribution sloping upwards to the right. 3 underexposed: the number of shadow pixels is high with the distribution sloping upwards to the left. shadows pixels highlights brightness  ! the shape of the graph will vary depending on the subject. o erasing single / all frames playback menu erased frames (files) cannot be recovered. back up important frames (files) onto your pc or another media. continued

 63 advanced features 3 62 '"  '  "  %'$)) % ' $ )   ) ()y!! (  ) y  ! ! '()y!! '  (  ) y  ! ! 1 1 set the power switch to  w ? 2 press the ?enu/ok?button to display the menu on the screen. 2 press  d ?or  c ?to select  i ?protect. 3 1 press  a ?or  b ?to select ?rame? ?et all or ?eset all? 2 press ?enu/ok?button to confirm your selection. reset all removes the protection from all the frames (files). set all protects all the frames (files). frame protects or unprotects only the selected frame (file). '"  '  "  %'$)) % ' $ )   ) ()y!! (  ) y  ! ! '()y!! '  (  ) y  ! ! 1 press  d ?or  c ?to select the frame (file) to be protected. 2 press the ?enu/ok?button to protect the frame (file) currently displayed. to protect another frame (file), repeat steps  1 and 2 . when you have finished protecting frames (files), press the ?isp/back?button. frame set .( .  ( #!   #   ! $  $   #"$, # " $ , %'$))y$ ? % ' $ )   ) y $   ? '"  '  "  
 
        0 1 0 2 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 2 .( .  ( #!   #   ! $  $   #"$, # " $ , '(  '  (  y $ ? $   ? '"  '  "  
 
         to stop the procedure midway   press the ?isp/back?button to cancel erasing of all the frames (files). some unprotected frames (files) will be left unerased.  ! even if you stop the procedure immediately, some frames (files) will be erased. !!y'"(  ! ! y  '  "  (  ! ! y  '  "  ( !!y'"(  ! ! y  '  "  ( #!   #   ! #"$, # " $ , 0 1 0 2 o erasing single / all frames playback menu 1 press  d ?or  c ?to select the frame (file) to be erased. 2 press the ?enu/ok?button to erase the currently displayed frame (file). to erase another frame (file), repeat steps  1 and  2 . when you have finished erasing frames (files), press the ?isp/back?button.  ! pressing the ?enu/ok?button repeatedly erases consecutive frames (files). take care not to erase a frame (file) by mistake.  ! protected frames (files) cannot be erased. unprotect the frames (files) before erasing them ( ? p.63). frame .( .  ( #!   #   ! $  $   #"$, # " $ , !!y'"(  ! ! y  '  "  ( 
 
        '(y!!y$ ?  '  (  y  ! ! y $   ? )y".y) yy,!  ) y "  . y )     y  y ,   !  pressing the ?enu/ok?button erases all the frames (files). all frames  ! protected frames (files) cannot be erased. unprotect the frames (files) before erasing them ( ? p.63). if  e ?or  r ?appears, press the ?enu/ok button again to erase the frames (files). i protecting images: frame / set all / reset all playback menu protection is a setting that prevents frames (files) from being accidentally erased. however, the ?ormat?function erases all the frames (files), including protected frames (files) ( ? p.82). continued

 65 advanced features 3 64 %!.  % !  .      %!.  % !  .      2 press  d ?or  c ?to select  g ?playback. 1 1 set the power switch to  w ? 2 press the ?enu/ok?button to display the menu on the screen.  ! the power save function does not operate during playback.  ! movies start automatically. when the movie ends, the playback function moves it on. 3 4 1 press  a ?or  b ?to select the playback interval and the type of image transition. 2 press the ?enu/ok?button. the image frames are advanced and played back. to interrupt playback, press  a ?(or ?enu/ok button).  ! press the ?isp/back?button once during playback to display the playback frame number and on-screen help. 0 1 0 2 press  d ?or  c ?to advance or go back through the images. 0 1 0 2 .( .  ( #!   #   ! $  $   #"$, # " $ , *#%'$))y$ ? * # % ' $ )   ) y $   ? '"  '  "  
 
        .( .  ( #!   #   ! $  $   #"$, # " $ , ()y!! (  ) y  ! ! 
 
        ()y!!y$ ? (  ) y  ! ! y $   ? )y".y) yy,!  ) y "  . y )     y  y ,   !  '()y!! '  (  ) y  ! ! 
 
        '()y!!y$ ? '  (  ) y  ! ! y $   ? )y".y) yy,!  ) y "  . y )     y  y ,   !  .( .  ( #!   #   ! $  $   #"$, # " $ ,  to stop the procedure midway   if the images are very large, protecting or unprotecting all the frames (files) may take some time. if you want to take a picture or record a movie during the procedure, press the ?isp/back?button. to return to protecting or unprotecting all the frames (files), see the procedure on p.63 and begin at step  1 . ()y!! (  ) y  ! ! 
 
        #!   #   ! #"$, # " $ , 0 1 0 2 i protecting images: frame / set all / reset all playback menu 1 press  d ?or  c ?to select the protected frame (file). 2 press the ?enu/ok?button to unprotect the displayed frame (file). frame reset press the ?enu/ok?button to protect all the frames (files). set all press the ?enu/ok?button to unprotect all the frames (files). reset all g automatic playback playback menu

 67 advanced features 3 66 after 30 seconds of recording,  6 ?appears on the screen. to finish: press the ?enu/ok?button. to re-record your comment: press the ?isp/back?button. +$y""$ + $    y "  " $ #(   #  (  ' '   '' '   '   $  $   #"$, # " $ , 
 
        5  when the image already has a voice memo   if you select an image that already has a voice memo, a screen appears in which you can select whether to re-record the memo.        '' '   '   +$y""$ + $    y "  " $  ! when  o ?appears, unprotect the frame. 1 voice memos can be added to still images. h audio recording format: wave ( ? p.117) pcm recording format h audio file size: approx. 480 kb (for a 30-second voice memo) 1 set the power switch to  w ? 2 press  d ?or  c ?to select the image (still image) to add a voice memo. 0 1 0 2 3 4  ! to end your comment during recording, press the ?enu/ok button.  5 ?appears on the screen. press the ?enu/ok?button to begin recording. +$y""$ + $    y "  " $ 'y()#. '   y ( )  #   . ()') ( )  ' ) b   b #!   #   ! $  $   #"$, # " $ , 
 
        the remaining recording time appears during recording and the self-timer lamp blinks. when the time remaining reaches 5 seconds, the self-timer lamp starts blinking quickly. +$y""$ + $    y "  " $ '$'# '   $ '   #  ' '   b   b '' '   '   $  $   #"$, # " $ , 
 
        face the microphone on the front of the camera to record your comment. hold the camera about 20 cm (7.9 in.) away for the best results. microphone remaining  time elapsed time  progress bar 2 1 press the ?enu/ok?button to display the menu on the screen. 2 press  d ?or  c ?to select  t ?voice memo. 3 press the ?enu/ok?button. $# $ # +$y""$ + $    y "  " $  ! voice memos cannot be added to movies.  ! when  o ?appears, unprotect the frame. 0 1 0 3 0 2 t recording voice memos playback menu

 69 advanced features 3 68 $  $   )'""# ) '  " "  #  )'""# ) '  " "  #  () (  ) )'""# ) '  " "  #  1 set the power switch to  w ? 2 press  d ?or  c ?to select the trimming frame (file). 1 0 1 0 2 2 1 press the ?enu/ok?button to display the menu on the screen. 2 press  d ?or  c ?to select  y ?trimming. 3 press the ?enu/ok?button. 0 1 0 3 0 2 3 press the  t ?button or  w ?button to zoom in (enlarge) or out on a still image. a zoom bar appears.  ! press the ?isp/back?button to return to single-frame playback.  ! press the ?isp/back?button to return to single-frame playback. 4 1 press  a ?  b ?  d ?or  c ?to display another area. 2 press the ?enu/ok?button to trim the image. the current displayed image appears on the navigation screen. 0 1 0 2 )'""# ) '  " "  #  )'""# ) '  " "  #  $  $   ??? zoom bar navigation screen 1 1 set the power switch to  w ? 2 press  d ?or  c ?to select an image file that has a voice memo. %!. % !  . indicated by the  t ?icon.  ! voice memos can not be played back using multi-frame playback. press the ?isp/back?button twice to select single-frame playback. 2 1 press  b ?to play the voice memo. 2 the playback time appears on the screen along with a progress bar.  ! when the sound is difficult to hear, adjust the volume ( ? p.79). y
b y 
 b ()$% ( ) $ % %*( %  * (  bar  playing back voice memos playback pause/resume stop fast forward/ fast reverse control description the voice memo stops when playback ends. pauses the voice memo during playback.  press  b ?again to resume playback. stops playback. ? press  d ?or  c ?while voice memo playback is stopped to go back to the previous file or advance to the next file respectively. press  d ?or  c ?during playback to skip forwards or backwards through the voice memo. ? these buttons do not function while playback is paused. 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 2 take care not to block the speaker. speaker t playing back voice memos playback menu  compatible voice memo files   you can use your finepix s5100/finepix s5500 to playback voice memos recorded on this camera or voice memos up to 30 seconds long recorded onto a  xd-picture card using a fujifilm digital camera. y trimming playback menu continued fast reverse fast forward

 71 advanced features 3 70 }"  }  " 'y$ ? '   y $   ? ' '   #!   #   ! $  $   #"$, # " $ , )'""# ) '  " "  #  5 check the saved image size and press the ?enu/ok?button. the trimmed image is added as a separate file in the final frame.  image sizes ` 2 printing at up to 4r (10.2   15.2 cm/4   6 in.) / a6 size printing at up to 3r (8.9   12.7 cm/3.5   5 in.) size to use for e-mail or web site 1 y trimming playback menu u how to specify print options  ( dpof ) p photo mode   playback dpof stands for digital print order format and refers to a format that is used for recording printing specifications for images shot using a digital camera on media such as an  xd-picture card . the recorded specifications include information on which frames are to be printed. this section gives a detailed description of how to order your prints with the finepix s5100/finepix s5500. ? note that some printers do not support date and time imprinting or specification of the number of prints. ? note that the warnings shown below may be displayed while you are specifying the prints. e r ( ? p.62) when erasing the image, the dpof setting for that image is deleted at the same time. 4 ( ? p.72) when inserting an  xd-picture card that contains images specified for printing by another camera, those print specifications are all reset and replaced by the new print specifications. i ( ? p.112) up to 999 images can be specified on the same  xd-picture card .

 73 advanced features 3 72 %$  % $  ,)y) ,  )  y   )  ,)$*)y) ,  )  $ * ) y   )  %$  % $  ,)y) ,  )  y   )  ,)$*)y) ,  )  $ * ) y   )  1 1 set the power switch to  w ? 2 press the  p ?button. 0 1 0 2 press  d ?or  c ?to select  u ?dpof. 2  when dpof settings were specified on another camera   when the data includes a frame (file) with dpof settings that were specified on another camera,  4 ?appears. pressing the ?enu/ok?button erases all of the dpof settings already specified for each frame (file). specify the dpof setting for each frame (file) again.  ! press the ?isp/back?button to leave the previous settings unchanged. 3 1 press  a ?or  b  to select ?ith date?or ?ithout date? selecting ?ith date?will cause the date to be imprinted on your prints. 2 press the  ?enu/ok button. 0 1 0 2  ! when selecting the ?ith date?setting, the date is imprinted on your shots using the print service or a dpof- compatible printer (depending on the printer specifications, the date may not be printed in some cases).  u ?appears on the screen during playback when the image has specified dpof settings. .( .  ( #$ # $ $  $   #"$, # " $ , '()y%$y$ ? '  (  ) y  % $  y $   ? 

 
       
 u dpof set frame p photo mode   playback 1 press  d ?or  c ?to display the frame (file) for specifying dpof settings. 2 press  a ?or  b ?to set a value up to 99 as the number of copies of the frame (file) to be printed. for frames (files) that you do not want printed, set the number of prints to 0 (zero). to specify more dpof settings, repeat steps  1 and  2 .  ! prints of up to 999 image frames (files) can be ordered on the same  xd-picture card .  ! dpof settings cannot be specified for movie and ccd-raw. always press the ?enu/ok?button after the settings are completed. pressing the ?isp/back?button cancels those settings.  canceling a frame   to cancel the dpof setting for a frame (file) you have specified (cancel frame), perform steps  1 to  3 and then:  1 press  d ?or  c ?to select the frame (file) with the dpof setting you want to cancel. 2 set the number of prints to 0(zero). to cancel the dpof setting for another frame (file), repeat steps  1 and  2 . press the ?enu/ok?button to complete the settings. pressing the ?isp/back?button while choosing the settings will cancel all the current settings. if there were previous dpof settings, only the modifications are cancelled. ()( (    ) ( %$�  % $  �      
  
 () (  ) $  $   '"  '  "  
 
        4 0 1 0 2 %$  % $  )$)!?yyyy()( ) $ )  ! ? y y y y  (    ) ( 
 
        5 to tal number of prints setting for that frame to tal number of prints

 75 advanced features 3 74 1 set the mode dial to  r ? use  r ?movie mode to record movies with sound. h specifications motion jpeg with monaural sound h quality selection method % (640   480 pixels) $ (320   240 pixels) h frame rate 30 frames per second see p.117 for information on the frame rate.  ! see p.77 for information on changing the quality setting.  ! the available recording time for a movie may decrease depending on the amount of free space on the  xd-picture card .  ! because a movie is recorded onto the  xd-picture card as it is saved, it cannot be recorded correctly if the camera suddenly loses power (if you open the battery cover or disconnect the ac power adapter). %$y!!y'()  % $  y  ! ! y '  (  ) () (  ) 1 1 set the power switch to  w ? 2 press the  p ?button. 0 1 0 2 2 1 press  d ?or  c ?to select  u ?dpof all reset. 2 press the ?enu/ok?button. 3 a message appears. to reset all the dpof settings, press the ?enu/ok?button. 0 1 0 2 .( .  ( #!   #   ! $  $   #"$, # " $ , '()y%$y$ ? '  (  ) y  % $  y $   ? u dpof all reset p photo mode   playback r recording movies movie mode 2 the available recording time and  `  appear on the screen.  ! because sound is recorded concurrently with the images, make sure that you do not cover the microphone with a finger, etc. ( ? p.9). ()#. ( )  #   . b   b 3 press the  t ?or  w ?button to zoom in or out before recording. you must zoom beforehand as you cannot zoom during recording. h optical zoom focal length (35 mm camera equivalent) approx. 37 mm-370 mm max. zoom scale: 10  h focal range wide-angle: approx. 90 cm (3.0 ft.) to infinity telephoto: approx. 2.0 m (6.6 ft.) to infinity b   b ()#. ( )  #   . zoom bar dpc-16 (16 mb) % ( 30 frames per second ) 13 sec. dpc-32 (32 mb) 27 sec. dpc-64 (64 mb) 55 sec. dpc-128 (128 mb) 111 sec. dpc-256 (256 mb) 223 sec. dpc-512 (512 mb) 7.4 min. $ ( 30 frames per second ) 26 sec. 54 sec. 109 sec. 219 sec. 7.3 min. 14.6 min.  recording times for  xd-picture card ? these figures are the available recording times using a new  xd-picture card formatted on the camera. the actual recording times will vary depending on the free space available on the  xd-picture card . it may not be possible to playback your movies on other cameras. continued

 77 advanced features 3 76 $ (320   240) to record longer movies quality mode sample uses % (640   480) for better quality g    g    g    g    &*!). & *  !  ) . 1 1 set the power switch to  q ? 2 set the mode dial to  r ? 3 press the  p ?button. 2 1 press  a ?or  b ?to change the setting. 2 press the ?enu/ok?button to confirm the setting. 0 1 0 3 0 2 0 1 0 2  ! in  r ?movie mode, do not set the  s ?(sensitivity) setting.  ! in  r ?movie mode, do not set the  j ?finepix color setting.  quality settings 5 a counter appears in the top-right corner of the screen during recording. it shows the remaining time.  ! if the brightness of the subject changes during movie recording, the sound of lens operation may be recorded.  ! some wind noise may be recorded in shots taken outdoors.  ! when the remaining time runs out, recording ends and the movie is saved onto the  xd-picture card .  ! if recording is stopped immediately after it begins, 1 second of movie is recorded onto the  xd-picture card . 
b 
  b ' '   4 press the shutter button down fully to start recording.  ! the brightness and color of the screen shown during movie recording may differ from those shown before recording begins.  ! there is no need to hold down the shutter button. 6 press the shutter button during recording. recording ends and the movie is stored on the  xd- picture card . r recording movies movie mode pressing the shutter button down fully fixes the focus, however the exposure and white balance are adjusted for the scene being shot. y quality settings in movie mode p photo mode movie the quality setting is retained even when the camera is off or the mode dial setting is changed.

 78 79 settings 4 1 1 set the power switch to  q ?or  w ? 2 press the ?enu/ok?button to display the menu on the screen. 2 3 1 press  d ?or  c ?to select  f ?option and then press  a ?or  b ?to select  ? evf/lcd?or ?olume? 2 press the ?enu/ok?button. 1 press  d ?or  c ?to adjust the monitor brightness or the volume. 2 press the ?enu/ok?button to confirm the new setting. 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 2 $%)$# $ % )  $ # +$!*" + $ ! * "  ()*% (  )  * % +?!  +  ? !   0 1 0 2 4 settings ? adjusting the monitor brightness / volume $%)$# $ % )  $ # ()*% (  )  * % +?!  +  ? !   $ $   *)$  * ) $ $%)$# $ % )  $ # ()*% (  )  * % +?  +  ? ! !   $%)$# $ % )  $ # +$!*" + $ ! * "  ()*% (  )  * % +?!  +  ? !    set-up menu options   the options available in the  f ?menu vary depending on whether the  q ?or  w ?mode is selected. h  b ,  m ,  , ,  . ,  / , n ,  m ,  < ,  >  photography mode h  r ?movie mode h  w ?playback mode () (  ) #!   #   ! $  $   #"$, # " $ , ')#((  '    ) #  ( (   
b 
 b ()$% ( ) $ % %*( %  * (  bar 
 
        %!. % !  . y?? y  ?   ?     yy
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  �   y % " playing back movies playback mode 1  ! movies cannot be played back using multi-frame playback. press the ?isp/back?button twice to select single-frame playback. 2 1 press  b ?to play the movie. 2 the playback time appears on the screen along with a progress bar.  ! take care not to block the speaker.  ! when the sound is difficult to hear, adjust the volume ( ? p.79).  ! if the subject of the shot is very bright, white vertical streaks or black horizontal streaks may appear in the image during playback. this is normal. 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 2 1 set the power switch to  w ? 2 press  d ?or  c ?to select the movie file. indicated by the  r ?icon.  playing movie files   i you may not be able to play some movie files recorded on other cameras. i to play back movie files on a pc, save the movie file on the  xd-picture card to the pcs hard disk and then play back the saved file.  playing back movies playback stop fast forward/ fast reverse skip playback control description playback begins. playback stops when the end of the movie is reached. stops playback. ? press  d ?or  c ?while playback is stopped to go back to the previous file or advance to the next file respectively. press  d ?or  c ?during playback to skip forwards or backwards through the movie. press  d ?or  c ?when the movie is paused, the movie advances or goes back one frame. hold down  d ?or  c ?to move through the frames quickly. pause/resume pauses the movie during playback.  press  b ?again to resume playback. when paused fast reverse fast forward ? in  n ,  m ,  < ,  > movies are displayed one size smaller than still images.

 80 81 settings 4  set-up menu options image disp. 1 2 3 4 on/off on specifies whether the preview images (the photographed images) are displayed after taking a picture.  82 82   15 83 85 96 95 101 85  16   power save 2 min/5min/off 2 min reduces the camera? power consumption and subsequently turns the camera off when not being used. format ok  erases all files.  beep off/1/2/3 2 sets the volume of the tone emitted when the camera controls are used.  shutter off/1/2/3 2 sets the volume of the sound emitted when the shutter operates. date/time set  corrects the date or time. time difference set  specifies the time difference settings. frame no. cont./renew cont. specifies whether frame numbers are assigned consecutively from previous numbers or begin again. usb mode ? / q web/ ? ? ? : dsc (mass storage device) mode this mode provides a simple way to read images from an  xd- picture card and store images onto an  xd-picture card . q web: web cam (web camera) mode this function allows you to conduct videoconferencing sessions between pcs connected to the internet. ? windows xp sp1 only ? : pictbridge if a printer that supports pictbridge is available, images can be printed by connecting the camera directly to the pictbridge-compatible printer without using a pc. ~ ccd-raw off/on off sets the image quality to ccd-raw. because no image processing is performed on the camera for ccd-raw images, images must be processed on a pc. af  illuminator on/off on specifies whether the af-assist illuminator is on or off.  zoom position reset/resume reset specifies whether the position of the lens is recorded when the camera is turned off. the lens moves to the recorded position when turning the camera on again. ??? /english/ francais/deutsch/ espa?ol/italiano/  english specifies the language used for screen display. video system ntsc/pal  specifies whether video output is set to ntsc or pal. 109 discharge ok  discharges rechargeable batteries. q reset ok  resets all the camera settings (other than the date/time, time difference, lang. and video system) to the factory default values set at shipment. a confirmation message appears when you press  c ? to reset the camera settings, press the ?enu/ok?button again. settings display factory default explanation page $%)$# $ % )  $ # ()*% (  )  * % +?!  +  ? !   $ $   ()*% (  )  * % "y(%}  "    y   ( % }     �$# � $ # %$,'y(+yyy % $ ,  ' y (  +  y y y $'")  $ ' "  ) yyyyy y y y y y � y"#  y "  # $  $   '"y#$}y  '  "  y # $ } y yyy y y y �$#)} �  $ # ) }     () (  ) #!   #   ! $  $   #"$, # " $ , ()*% (  )  * %     "y(%}  "    y   ( % } �$# � $ # %$,'y(+yyyyyy� % $ ,  ' y (  +  y y y y y y � $'")  $ ' "  ) yyyyy y y y y y � y"#  y "  # $  $   $#)}  $ # ) } '"y#$}y  '  "  y # $ } y yyy y y y � () (  ) #!   #   ! $  $   #"$, # " $ , 1 2 3 4 1 press the ?enu/ok?button to display the menu on the screen. 2 press  d ?or  c ?to select  f ?option and then press  a ?or  b ?to select ?et-up? 3 press the ?enu/ok?button to display the  set-up screen. 0 2  ! always turn the camera off when replacing the batteries. opening the battery cover or disconnecting the ac power adapter without turning the camera off may cause the camera settings to revert to the factory default values set at shipment. press  d ?or  c ?to move to options 1 to 4. after you have changed the settings, press the ?enu/ok?button to confirm the changes. 1 press  a ?or  b ?to select a menu option. 2 press  d ?or  c ?to change the setting. press  c  for ?ormat? ?ate/time? ?ime difference? ?ischarge?or  q reset? f using the set-up screen 0 1 0 3 0 1 0 2 set-up

 83 settings 4 82 )"y'# )  "  y      '  #   !$)$# ! $   )  $ # )"y'# )  "  y      '  #   !$! ! $   ! y??yy
�y%" y  ?   ?     y y 
  �   y % " () (  ) #!   #   ! $  $   #"$, # " $ , y () (  ) 1 press  a ?or  b ?to select ?ime difference? 2 press  c ? 0 1 0 2 world time  ( time difference ) this function sets a time difference relative to the date and time currently set. when this setting is enabled, the specified time difference is applied when pictures are taken. use this function when traveling to destinations in different time zones. )"y'# )  "  y      '  #   !$)$# ! $   )  $ # )"y )  "  y   '#    '  #   �() � (  ) $"  $ "  y??yy
�y%" y  ?   ?     y y 
  �   y % " () (  ) #!   #   ! $  $   #"$, # " $ , 1 2 press  d  or  c  to change between  ? home and  ? local? to set the time difference, select  ? local? ? home: your home time zone ? local: your destination time zone when this function is enabled and the camera is not used for 60 seconds, the screen temporarily turns off (sleep mode) and the indicator lamp blinks at 1- second intervals to save power. if the camera remains unused for 2 or 5 minutes, it is turned off. use this function when you want to get the maximum possible running time from your batteries.  ! the power save setting is disabled during automatic playback, discharging and when a usb connection is being used. power save setting  to restore power to the camera   when the power save function (2 or 5 minutes setting) has shut the camera down: 1 set the power switch to ?ff? 2 set the power switch back to  q ?or  w ? 0 1 0 2 when the camera is in sleep mode, pressing the shutter button down halfway wakes the camera up.   ! pressing any other button as well as the shutter button wakes the camera up. ()*% (  )  * % "y(%}  "    y   ( % }     �$# � $ # %$,'y(+yyy % $ ,  ' y (  +  y y y $'")  $ ' "  ) yyyyy y y y y y � y"#  y "  # $  $   '"y#$}y  '  "  y # $ } y yyy y y y �$#)} �  $ # ) }     () (  ) #!   #   ! $  $   #"$, # " $ , the sleep function does not operate in set-up or playback mode, but the camera will turn off if it is left unused for a set time (2 or 5 minutes). set-up ? how to display the set-up menu ( ? p.80) $  $   #!   #   ! $'")  $ ' "  ) () (  ) $'")y$ ?  $ ' "  ) y $   ? '(y!!y)  '  (  y  ! ! y   )  format initialize (format) the  xd-picture card for use with the camera. because initializing the  xd-picture card erases all the frames (files), including protected frames (files). back up important frames (files) onto your pc or another media. 1 press  d ?or  c ?to select ?k? 2 pressing the ?enu/ok?button erases all the frames (files) and initializes the  xd-picture card .  ! if  7 ?  w ?  0 ?or  - ?appears, see p.111-112 for information before formatting the  xd-picture card . 0 1 0 2 yyy�yyy   y y y � y y y    y??yy
�y%" y  ?   ?     y y 
  �   y % " )"y )  "  y   '#    '  #   () (  ) #!   #   ! $  $   #"$, # " $ , 1 press  d ?or  c ?to select +, ? hour and minute. 2 press  a ?or  b ?to correct the setting. h available time setting ?3:45 to +23:45 (in 15-minute increments) 0 1 0 2 3 continued

 85 settings 4 frame no. specifies whether frame numbers are assigned consecutively from previous numbers or begin again. cont.: pictures are stored beginning from the highest file number stored on the last  xd- picture card used. renew: pictures are stored on each  xd-picture card beginning with a file number ?001? setting this function to ?ont.?makes file management easier as it makes sure that file names are not duplicated when images are downloaded to a pc.  ! when the camera settings are  q reset? the frame number setting (?ont.?or ?enew? is changed to ?ont.?and the frame number itself does not return to ?001?  ! when the  xd-picture card already contains image files with file numbers higher than the highest file number on the last xd-picture card , images are stored beginning from the highest file number on the current  xd-picture card . a a b b cont. renew fo r matted  xd-picture card  used for both  a and b. check the file number by viewing the image. the last 4 digits of the 7-digit number in the top right corner of the screen are the file numbers, while the first 3 digits show the directory number.  ! when changing the  xd-picture card , always turn the camera off before opening the battery cover. opening the battery cover without turning the camera off may cause the frame number memory to not function.  ! file number runs from 0001 to 9999. once 9999 is exceeded, the directory number changes from 100 to 101. the maximum number is 999?999.  ! the displayed frame number may differ for images photographed on other cameras.  ! when  t ?appears, see p.111. 
 
        y??yy
�y%" y  ?   ?     y y 
  �   y % " directory number file number frame number ccd-raw setting ccd-raw to on disables the signal processing functions (reconstituting the data received from the ccd as an image) performed on the camera. consequently, this task must be performed on the pc. use the bundled raw file converter le software to perform the processing on a pc. conversion using raw file converter le also provides a simple way to create tiff-format images. ? to rebuild images, finepixviewer (on the bundled cd-rom) must be installed on your pc.  the functions listed below cannot be used in ccd-raw mode. during shooting digital zoom, continuous shooting and finepix photo mode (image quality, sensitivity (iso 400) and finepix color) are unavailable. during playback playback  image quality is fixed at  1 (1280   960). playback can be zoomed up to 800%, but trimmed images cannot be saved. 84 5 when the photography mode is selected with world time set,  ?  appears on the screen for 3 seconds. y?? y  ?   ?     y y    }   }  yyyy#yyy
 y y y y # y y y 
  ($  ( $ 
    upon returning from a trip, always change the world time setting back to  ? home? 4 always press the ?enu/ok?button after the settings are completed. set-up ? how to display the set-up menu ( ? p.80)

 87 software installation 5 86 1 install finepixviewer as instructed in the quick start guide. 2 after restarting the pc, install directx as directed by the on-screen instructions and then restart your pc again. if the latest version of directx is already installed on your pc, this installation is not performed.  ! if the latest version is already installed, this window does not appear.  ! do not remove the cd-rom during this procedure. 4 after restarting the pc, a message appears stating ?nstallation of the finepixviewer has been completed? 3 after restarting, the usb video class driver would be installed.  ! if the latest version is already installed, this window does not appear.  ! the driver is only installed on windows xp sp 1. do not connect the camera to your pc until the software installation is completed.  launching the installer manually   1 double-click the ?y computer?icon. ? windows xp users should click ?y computer?in the ?tart?menu. 2 right-click ?inepix?(cd-rom drive) in the ?y computer?window and select ?pen? 3 double-click ?etup?or ?etup.exe?in the cd-rom window.  installing other applications   you may see messages for installing, imagemixer vcd2 for finepix and winaspi. install these applications as directed by the on-screen instructions. the installation screens for these applications are displayed as required. ? the way file names are displayed differs as described below depending on your pc settings. i file extensions (3-letter suffixes indicating the file type) may be shown or hidden. (e.g. setup.exe or setup) i text may be shown normally or all in uppercase (e.g. setup or setup). 5.1 installation on a windows pc 5 software installation pre-installation checklist to run this software, you must have the hardware and software described below. check your system before you begin the installation. ? 1 models with one of the above operating systems pre-installed. ? 2 when you install the software, log in using a system administrator account (e.g. ?dministrator?. ? 3 required to use the finepix internet service. the software can still be installed even if you do not have an internet connection. operating system ? 1 cpu windows 98 (including the second edition) windows millennium edition (windows me) windows 2000 professional ? 2 windows xp home edition ? 2 windows xp professional ? 2 200 mhz pentium or better recommended (800 mhz pentium  iii or better recommended for windows xp) ram 64mb minimum (128 mb minimum for windows xp)  minimum 256 mb when raw file converter le is used hard disk space amount required for installation: 450 mb minimum amount required for operation: 600 mb minimum (when using imagemixer vcd2 for finepix: 2 gb or better) minimum 1 gb when raw file converter le is used display 800   600 pixels or better, 16-bit color or better (when using imagemixer vcd2 for finepix:  1024   768 or better) internet connection ? 3 i to use the finepix internet service or mail attachment function: an internet connection or e-mail transmission software is needed i connection speed: 56 k or better recommended  notes   i connect the camera directly to the pc using the usb cable (mini-b). the software may not operate correctly when you use an extension cable or connect the camera via a usb hub. i when your pc has more than one usb port, the camera can be connected to either port. i push the usb connector fully into the socket to ensure that it is securely connected. the software may not operate correctly if the connection is faulty. i additional usb interface board is not guaranteed. i windows 95 and windows nt cannot be used. i operation is not guaranteed on home-built pcs or on pcs running updated operating system software. i when you reinstall or remove finepixviewer, the internet menu and your user id and password for the finepix internet service are deleted from your pc. click the [register now] button, enter your registered user id and password and download the menu again. i to use video chat, a pc running windows xp professional (service pack 1) or windows xp home edition (service pack 1) is required with a sound card, a connected microphone and speakers, and windows messenger 5.0 or later installed. when using a router, check that the router is compatible with windows messenger.

 89 software installation 5 88 2 click the [save] button. 4 the installer setup screen appears. click the [installing finepixviewer] button.  ! for more information on what is installed, click the [read me first] button and [using finepixviewer] button. 7 select the installation destination for finepixviewer. 1 click the [open] button to open the installation destination folder. 5 a confirmation message appears asking whether you want to continue with the installation. click the [ok] button. 6 the user license agreement for this software appears. read the agreement carefully and then, if you agree to the terms of the agreement, click the [agree] button. if you click the [disagree] button, the software is not installed. 8 install imagemixer vcd2 for finepix as directed by the on-screen instructions. 5.2 installation on a mac os 9.2 pre-installation checklist to run this software, you must have the hardware and software described below. check your system before you begin the installation. compatible mac power macintosh g3 ? 1 , powerbook g3 ? 1 ,  power macintosh g4, imac, ibook,  power macintosh g4 cube or powerbook g4 operating system mac os 9.2.2 ? 2 ram 64 mb minimum ? 3 minimum 256 mb when raw file converter le is used (when using imagemixer vcd2 for finepix: 128 mb or better) hard disk space amount required for installation: 400 mb minimum amount required for operation: 600 mb minimum (when using imagemixer vcd2 for finepix: 2 gb or better) minimum 1 gb when raw file converter le is used display 800   600 pixels or better, at least 32,000 colors (when using imagemixer vcd2 for finepix:  1024   768 or better) internet connection ? 4 i to use the finepix internet service or mail attachment function an internet connection or e-mail transmission software is needed i connection speed: 56 k or better recommended ? 1 models with a usb port as a standard feature. ? 2 this software does not run correctly in the mac os x classic environment. ? 3 turn virtual memory on if necessary. ? 4 required to use the finepix internet service. the software can still be installed even if you do not have an internet connection.  notes   i connect the camera directly to the macintosh using the usb cable (mini-b). the software may not operate correctly if you use an extension cable or connect the camera via a usb hub. i push the usb connector fully into the socket to ensure that it is securely connected. the software may not operate correctly if the connection is faulty. i additional usb interface board is not guaranteed. i on macintosh pcs, allocate at least 400 mb of virtual memory when raw file converter le is used. if other applications will be used at the same time, allocate the additional amount required for those applications also. 1 turn on your macintosh and start up mac os 9.2.2.  ! do not connect the camera to your macintosh until the software installation is completed. 3 when the bundled cd-rom is loaded into the cd-rom drive, the [finepix] volume appears. double-click the volume icon to open the volume window. double-click ?nstaller for macos9?to launch the installer. 2 continued

 91 software installation 5 90 5.3 installation on a mac os x pre-installation checklist to run this software, you must have the hardware and software described below. check your system before you begin the installation. compatible mac power macintosh g3 ? 1 , powerbook g3 ? 1 ,  power macintosh g4, imac, ibook,  power macintosh g4 cube, or powerbook g4, power macintosh g5 operating system mac os x (compatible with version 10.2.6 to 10.3.3) ram 192 mb minimum minimum 256 mb when raw file converter le is used hard disk space amount required for installation: 200 mb minimum amount required for operation: 400 mb minimum (when using imagemixer vcd2 for finepix: 2 gb or better) minimum 1 gb when raw file converter le is used display 800   600 pixels or better, at least 32,000 colors (when using imagemixer vcd2 for finepix:  1024   768 or better) internet connection ? 2 i to use the finepix internet service or mail attachment function an internet connection or e-mail transmission software is needed i connection speed: 56 k or better recommended  hardware and software requirements ? 1 models with a usb port as a standard feature ? 2 required to use the finepix internet service. the software can still be installed even if you do not have an internet connection.  notes   i connect the camera directly to the macintosh using the usb cable (mini-b). the software may not operate correctly if you use an extension cable or connect the camera via a usb hub. i push the usb connector fully into the socket to ensure that it is securely connected. the software may not operate correctly if the connection is faulty. i additional usb interface board is not guaranteed. i on macintosh pcs, allocate at least 400 mb of virtual memory when raw file converter le is used. if other applications will be used at the same time, allocate the additional amount required for those applications also. 5.2 installation on a mac os 9.2 10 to install acrobat reader, click ?nstall acrobat reader?  ! install adobe systems?acrobat reader software to read the finepixviewer user? guide (pdf). if the latest version already has been installed, this step is not required. 11 proceed with the installation as directed by the on-screen instructions. 9 after restarting the macintosh, the ?inepixviewer installation completed?message appears. click ?sing finepixviewer?to view the basic finepixviewer functions.  to install acrobat reader later...   1 double-click the ?inepix?cd-rom to open the cd-rom window. 2 double-click ?inepixviewer for macos9? ? ?crobat reader? ? ?nglish?folder. 3 double-click ?nglish reader installer? 4 proceed with the installation as directed by the on-screen instructions.

 93 software installation 5 92 10 the ?inepixviewer installation completed?message dialog appears. then click exit button and close it. 11 launch ?mage capture?from the ?pplications?folder. 12 change the image capture settings. select ?referenes...?from the ?mage capture menu. 14 select ?pvbridge?from ?inepixviewer?folder in the ?pplications?folder and click the [open] button. 15 select ?uit image capture?menu in the ?mage capture?menu. 8 the ?inepixinstallosx?window appears. click the [install] button to install finepixviewer and raw file converter le. 9 the imagemixer vcd2 installer automatically starts up and a window showing the installation progress appears. (installation may take several minutes.) 13 select ?ther...?from ?hen a camera is connected, open? 5.3 installation on a mac os x 1 turn your macintosh on and start up mac os x. do not launch any other applications. 2 when the bundled cd-rom is loaded into the cd- rom drive, the ?inepix?icon appears. double-click the ?inepix?icon to open the ?inepix?volume window. 3 double-click on ?nstaller for macos x? 5 the ?uthenticate?dialog appears. enter the name and password for the administrator account and then click the [ok] button. ? ?  the administrator account is the user account used for mac os x installation and you can confirm the user account in the accounts dialog in the system preferences. 4 the installer setup dialog appears. click the [installing finepixviewer] button.  ! for more information on what is installed, click the [read me first] button and [using finepixviewer] button. the ?icense?dialog appears. read the agreement carefully and then, if you agree to the terms of the agreement, click the [accept] button. 7 the ?ead me?dialog appears. click the [continue] button. 6

 95 viewing images 6 94 6.2 connecting to a pc the ?onnecting to a pc?section explains how to connect the camera to your pc using the usb cable (mini-b) and describes the functions you can use once the camera and pc are connected. if the power cuts out during data transmission, the data will not be transmitted correctly. always use the ac power adapter when connecting the camera to a pc. refer to section 5 the first time you connect the camera to your pc. install the software first. do not connect the camera to the pc before installing all the software. this mode provides a simple way to read images from an  xd-picture card and store images onto an  xd-picture card ( ? p.96). cd-rom (software for finepix ax) ? dsc  ( mass storage device ) mode 6.2.1 connecting to a pc this function allows you to conduct videoconferencing sessions between pcs connected to the internet.  ! the web camera function can only be used on windows xp sp1.  ! microsoft windows messenger 5.0 or later is required to use the web camera function. for downloading and using this software, please refer to the below explanation for ?sing video chat with windows messenger?no. i . please download it from the messenger web site.  ! images are not output to a tv.  ! when using video chat with the web camera function, windows xp sp1 is required also for your partner? os. change between  ? ?and  q web?in the camera? set-up screen. q web web cam  ( web camera ) mode  using video chat with windows messenger   connecting camera to a pc q plug the ac power adapter connector into the ?c in 5v?socket on the camera and then plug the adapter into the power outlet. w turn the power switch to turn the camera on ( ? p.14). e select  q web?in ?sb mode?in the set-up menu ( ? p.80). r turn the camera off ( ? p.14). t turn your pc on. y use the usb cable to connect the camera to your pc. u turn the power switch to turn the camera on ( ? p.14). i using video chat with windows messenger, refer to ?ow to use finepixviewer?in the help menu which was installed from the cd-rom.  ! make sure that the usb cable (mini-b) is connected correctly and pushed in. h  k ?appears on the screen.  ! the screen darkens when the web camera is used. h power save and auto power off are disabled during usb connection. disconnecting the camera q quit all applications (finepixviewer etc.) that are using the camera. w turn the camera off ( ? p.14). e unplug the usb cable from the camera. 1 dc in 5v socket a/v out socket 6.1.2 connecting to a tv turn off the camera and tv. plug the a/v cable (included) into the ?/v out?(audio/visual output) socket.  ! when there is a power outlet available, connect the ac power adapter ac-5vh. 2 video(yellow) a udio(white) to  terminals plug the other end of the cable into the video/audio input socket on the tv. then turn the camera and tv on and take pictures or play back images normally. check that the camera is off. plug the ac power adapter connector into the ?c in 5v?socket and then plug the ac power adapter into the power outlet.  ! the socket-outlet shall be installed near the equipment and shall be easily accessible.  ! the shape of the plug and socket-outlet depends on the country of use.  ! see p.108 for notes on using the ac power adapter.  ! when connecting the a/v cable to tv, the lcd monitor is turned off.  ! refer to the instructions provided with your tv for more information on video/audio input for your tv. 6.1.1 using the ac power adapter  ( sold separately ) always use a fujifilm ac power adapter ac-5vh/ac-5vhs ( ? p.105). use the ac power adapter to prevent losing power at inconvenient times, such as when downloading photographed images to your pc. you can take pictures and play back images without worrying about depleting the batteries.  ! only connect or disconnect the ac power adapter when the camera is off. connecting or disconnecting the ac power adapter while the camera is on temporarily interrupts the power supply to the camera, so that images or movies being shot are not recorded. failing to turn the camera off first can also result in damage to the  xd-picture card or malfunctions during pc connection. dc in 5v  socket do not connect the ac power adapter to charge the ni-mh batteries. use the optional charger ( ? p.105) to charge the ni-mh batteries. 6.1 camera connection 6 viewing images

 97 viewing images 6 96 windows xp 1 the ?ound new hardware?help message appears in the bottom-right corner of your screen. this message will close when the settings are completed. no action is required.  ! this step is not required for subsequent connections. proceed to ?sing finepixviewer?on p.99.  regarding the icons   the next time you connect the camera, the removable disk drive icon? name changes to the ?inepix?icon and name. 2 specify the settings in the ?utoplay?dialog box. h when finepixviewer is included in the list of actions to perform select ?iewing images using finepixviewer?and then select the ?lways do the selected action?checkbox. this checkbox may not be shown in some cases. click the [ok] button to launch finepixviewer. h when finepixviewer is not included in the list of actions to perform select ?ake no action?and then select the ?lways do the selected action?checkbox. this checkbox may not be shown in some cases. click the [ok] button and launch finepixviewer manually. 3 a new removable disk icon appears in the ?y computer?window. finepixviewer automatically starts up and the save image wizard window (save image dialog box) appears. follow the instructions provided on screen to save the images at this point. to proceed without saving the images, click the [cancel] button.  ! the windows cd-rom may also be required during installation. in this event, change cd-roms as directed by the on-screen instructions. h finepixviewer automatically starts up and the save image wizard window (save image dialog box) appears. follow the instructions provided on screen to save the images at this point. to proceed without saving the images, click the [cancel] button. ? screen for windows 98 se windows 98 / 98 se / me / 2000 professional / macintosh h a removable disk icon appears and you can use your pc to transfer files to and from the camera. windows macintosh if the above operations do not occur, you do not have the required software programs or drivers installed on your pc. complete the required pc setup procedures. then reconnect the camera to your pc. 3 set a pc 6.2 connecting to a pc 1 insert an  xd-picture card into the camera. plug the ac power adapter connector into the ?c in 5v?socket on the camera and then plug the adapter into the power outlet. 2 turn the power switch to turn the camera on. 3 set the ?sb mode?setting in the ?et  up menu to  ? ?( ? p. 80 ). turn the power switch to turn the camera off. use at dsc mode indicator /$$"y%$()$#yyy�'() / $ $ " y % $ (  )  $ # y y y � '  (  ) ()*% (  )  * %     *(y"$ * (  y " $          y!!   y  ! ! * "#)$'yy�$# "  #  ) $ ' y y � $ # () (  ) #!   #   ! $  $   #"$, # " $ , ',yyyyyy�$     '  , y y y y y y � $   0 1 0 3 0 2  ! if shutting off power supply during communication, the files on the  xd-picture card may cause damage. h when the camera and pc are exchanging data, the self-timer lamp blinks and the indicator lamp blinks alternately green and orange. h  g ?appears on the screen. h power save and auto power off are disabled during usb connection.  ! before replacing the  xd-picture card , always disconnect the camera from the pc. see p. 98 for information on the disconnection procedure.  ! do not disconnect the usb cable (mini-b) when the camera is communicating with a pc. see p. 98 for information on the disconnection procedure. 1 set a camera pc usb socket dc in 5v  socket camera usb socket (mini-b)  1 turn your pc on. 2 connect the camera to your pc using the usb cable (mini-b). 3 turn the camera on. 2 connect a camera to a pc  ! make sure that the usb cable (mini-b) is connected correctly and pushed in.

 99 viewing images 6 98 6.3 using finepixviewer for all information on finepixviewer functions, refer to ?ow to use finepixviewer?in the help menu for details.  example: looking up slide shows 1 click ?ow to use finepixviewer?in the finepixviewer help menu. 2 click ?asic operation?and then click  basic slide show operations?in the menu that appears. 3 the ?asic slid show operations?information appears. press the ?>> ?key to view the next page. 6.3.1 mastering finepixviewer only perform this operation when you no longer require the installed software or when the software was not installed correctly. 6.3.2 uninstalling the software  macintosh   h to read ?ow to use finepixviewer?.. you must install adobe systems?acrobat reader. see p.90 for information on installing acrobat reader.  ! for more information on using acrobat reader, refer to the acrobat reader ?elp?menu. h what is explained in ?ow to use finepixviewer?.. ?ow to use finepixviewer?covers a range of topics, including batch processing and ordering prints. 1 check that the camera is not connected to the pc. 2 quit all currently running applications.  3 open the ?y computer?window. then open the ?ontrol panel and double-click on ?dd/remove programs? windows 4 the ?dd/remove programs properties?window appears. select the software to be uninstalled (finepixviewer or the driver) and then click the [add/remove] button.   6.2 connecting to a pc 6.2.2 disconnecting the camera 1 windows once the image has been saved, the ?emove camera/media?window appears (save image wizard windows). to disconnect the camera, click the [remove] button. macintosh once the image has been saved, the ?emove camera/media?window appears (save image dialog box). to disconnect the camera, click the [ok] button. dc in 5v  socket usb socket  2 1 when the ?t is now safe to disconnect the camera?message appears, click the [ok] button and disconnect the camera. 2 turn the camera off. 3 unplug the usb cable (mini-b) from the camera. 0 2 0 3

 101 viewing images 6 100 ac-5vh (sold separately) usb socket  2 1 connect the camera to the printer using the usb cable (mini-b). 2 turn the printer on.  3 set the power switch to  w ?  s ?appears and then the menu is displayed on the screen.  ! if the menu does not appear, check whether the usb mode setting is   ? ?  ! depending on the printer, some functions are disabled.   ! the camera cannot be used to specify printer settings such as the paper size and print quality.  ! please connect the ac power adapter ac-5vh (sold separately) to your camera.  ! use an  xd-picture card that was formatted in the camera. 1 set the power switch to  w ?to turn the camera on. 2 select  ? ?in ?sb mode?in the ?et-up menu ( ? p.80). set the power switch to ?ff?to turn the camera off.  ! do not connect to a pc when the usb mode setting is set to  ? ? see p.114 if you connect to pc by mistake. 1 /$$"y%$()$#yyy�'() / $ $ " y % $ (  )  $ # y y y � '  (  ) ()*% (  )  * %     *(y"$ * (  y " $          y!!   y  ! ! * "#)$'yy�$# "  #  ) $ ' y y � $ # () (  ) #!   #   ! $  $   #"$, # " $ , ',yyyyyy�$     '  , y y y y y y � $   0 1 0 2 4 1 press  a ?or  b ?to select  u print dpof? 2 press the ?enu/ok?button.  ! when   d  appears, the dpof settings are not specified.  ! to use dpof printing, the dpof settings must be specified on finepix s5100/finepix s5500 beforehand ( ? p.72).  ! even when ?ith date?is specified in the dpof settings, the date is not inserted from printers that do not support date printing. $  $   %'#)y%$ % '  # ) y  % $  %)' %   )  '     %'#)y,)y) % '  # ) y ,  )  y   )  %'#)y,)$*)y) % '  # ) y ,  )  $ * ) y   )  () (  ) 0 1 0 2 *( * (   #y*(        #  y * (  when a printer that supports pictbridge is available, images can be printed by connecting the camera directly to the pictbridge-compatible printer without using a pc.  ! in pictbridge function, images photographed on other than a camera may not be printed. 6.4  connecting the camera directly to the printer ? pictbridge function 6.4.1  specifying images for printing on the camera 6.3 using finepixviewer macintosh 5 when the message appears, click the [ok] button. check your selection carefully since the process cannot be cancelled once you click the [ok] button. 6 automatic uninstallation begins. when uninstallation ends, click the [ok] button. mac os 9.2 mac os x  uninstalling finepixviewer quit finepixviewer. then drag the installed finepixviewer folder to the trash and select ?mpty trash?in the ?pecial?menu.  uninstalling exif launcher, finepixviewer 1 after you have quit exif launcher in ?xif launcher settings?in the finepixviewer ?ettings menu, move the exif launcher file from the ?tartup items?folder in the system folder to the trash. then select ?mpty trash?in the ?pecial?menu. 2 after you have exited finepixviewer, drag the installed finepixviewer folder to the trash. then click ?mpty trash?in the ?pecial?menu. continued

 103 viewing images 6 102  ! press the ?isp/back?button to cancel the printing. depending on the printer, the printing may not be canceled immediately. printing may stop midway through. when printing stops midway, briefly turn the camera off and then on again. 6 press the ?enu/ok?button to download the data to the printer and start printing the specified number of prints. to end printing, press the ?isp/back?button. 1 check that  f ?is not displayed on the camera? screen. 2 turn the camera off. unplug the usb cable.  disconnecting the printer   usb socket   ! ?rint with date?is not available when the camera is connected to a printer that does not support date printing. 4 1 press  a ?or  b ?to select ?rint with date or ?rint without date? if ?rint with date?is selected, the date is imprinted on your prints. 2 press the ?enu/ok?button. %'#)y%$ % '  # ) y  % $  %)' %   )  '     %'#)y,)y) % '  # ) y ,  )  y   )  %'#)y,)$*)y) % '  # ) y ,  )  $ * ) y   )  () (  ) $  $    ! movie images cannot be printed. 5 1 press  d ?or  c ?to display the frame (file) for specifying print settings. 2 press  a ?or  b ?to set a value up to 99 as the number of copies of the frame (file) to be printed. for frames (files) that you do not want printed, set the number of prints to 0 (zero). to specify more print settings, repeat steps  1 and  2 . 3 always press the ?enu/ok?button after the settings are completed. #!   #   ! 
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 ? y y y y  (    ) ( %'#)# % '  # )  #  #"$, # " $ , 0 1 0 2 0 3 0 1 0 2 5 press the ?enu/ok?button to download the data to the printer and print the frames specified in the dpof settings. %'#)y%$ % '  # ) y  % $  y$ ? y $   ? %'#)y%$ % '  # ) y  % $  )$)! ) $ )  ! ?yyy
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  ()( (    ) ( #!   #   ! .( .  ( $  $   #"$, # " $ ,  ! press the ?isp/back?button to cancel the printing. depending on the printer, the printing may not be canceled immediately. printing may stop midway through. when printing stops midway, briefly turn the camera off and then on again. 6.4.2 specifying images for printing without using dpof  ( single-frame printing ) 6.4 connecting the camera directly to the printer  ?pictbridge function ac-5vh (sold separately) usb socket  2 1 connect the camera to the printer using the usb cable (mini-b). 2 turn the printer on.  3 set the power switch to  w ?  s ?appears and then the menu is displayed on the screen.  ! if the menu does not appear, check whether the usb mode setting is   ? ?  ! depending on the printer, some functions are disabled.   ! the camera cannot be used to specify printer settings such as the paper size and print quality.  ! please connect the ac power adapter ac-5vh (sold separately) to your camera.  ! use an  xd-picture card that was formatted in the camera. 1 set the power switch to  w ?to turn the camera on. 2 select  ? ?in ?sb mode?in the ?et-up menu ( ? p.80). set the power switch to ?ff?to turn the camera off.  ! do not connect to a pc when the usb mode setting is set to  ? ? see p.114 if you connect to a pc by mistake. 1 /$$"y%$()$#yyy�'() / $ $ " y % $ (  )  $ # y y y � '  (  ) ()*% (  )  * %     *(y"$ * (  y " $          y!!   y  ! ! * "#)$'yy�$# "  #  ) $ ' y y � $ # () (  ) #!   #   ! $  $   #"$, # " $ , ',yyyyyy�$     '  , y y y y y y � $   0 1 0 2 *( * (   #y*(        #  y * ( 

 105 104 accessories guide e the accessories (sold separately) can make taking pictures with the finepix s5100/finepix s5500 even easier. for information on how to attach and use the accessories, refer to the instructions provided with the accessory used. visit the fujifilm web site for the latest information on camera accessories. http://home.fujifilm.com/products/digital/index.html h xd-picture card these are separately available  xd-picture card s.  use the following  xd-picture card : dpc-16 (16 mb)/dpc-32 (32 mb)/dpc-64 (64 mb)/dpc-128 (128 mb)/ dpc-256 (256 mb)/dpc-512 (512 mb) h ac power adapter ac-5vh/ac-5vhs use the ac-5vh/ac-5vhs when taking pictures or playing back images for long periods or when the finepix s5100/finepix s5500 is connected to a pc. ? the shape of the ac power adapter, the plug and socket outlet depend on the country. h soft case sc-fxs5 this is a special case made of leather/polyester that protects the camera against soil, dust and minor impacts when it is being carried. h image memory card reader dpc-r1 the dpc-r1 provides a quick and easy way to transfer images back and forth between your pc and an image memory card ( xd-picture card and smartmedia). the dpc-r1 uses the usb interface for high-speed file transfer. h compatible with windows 98/98 se, windows me, windows 2000 professional, windows xp or imac, mac os 8.6 to 9.2, mac os x (10.1.2 to 10.2.2) and models that support usb as standard. h compatible with  xd-picture card s of 16 mb to 512 mb, and smartmedia of 3.3 v, 4 mb to 128 mb. h pc card adapter dpc-ad the pc card adapter allows the  xd-picture card and smartmedia to be used as a pc card standard ata-compliant (pcmcia 2.1) pc card (type  ii ). h compatible with  xd-picture card of 16 mb to 512 mb, and smartmedia of 3.3 v, 2 mb to 128 mb. h compactflash card adapter dpc-cf loading an  xd-picture card into this adapter allows you to use the card as a compactflash card (type  i ). h windows 95/98/98 se/me/2000 professional/xp h mac os 8.6 to 9.2/x (10.1.2 to 10.1.5) c o m p a c t f l a s h d p c - c f t m f o r x d - p i c t u r e   c a r d c a r d  a d a p t e r h rechargeable battery 2hr-3uf (2   ) the 2hr-3uf includes 2 pieces of high-capacity aa-size nickel-metal hydride (ni-mh) batteries. h battery charger with battery bk-nh/bk-nh2  (with euro type or uk type plug) the bk-nh/bk-nh2 includes the quick battery charger bch-nh/bch-nh2 and 2 ni-mh batteries. the bch-nh/bch-nh2 can charge 2 ni-mh batteries in approximately 120 minutes. up to 4 ni-mh batteries can be charged simultaneously. h xd-picture card usb drive dpc-ud1 this is a compact card reader for  xd-picture card s. simply plug the drive into the usb port to read and write data to an  xd-picture card (no driver installation is required except on windows 98/98 se). h compatible with  xd-picture card of 16 mb to 512 mb h windows 98/98 se/me/2000 professional/xp h mac os 9.0 to 9.2/x (10.0.4 to 10.2.6) system expansion options c o m p a c t f l a s h d p c - c f t m fo r x d - p i c t u r e   c a r d c a r d  a d a p t e r   image input/output to the pc   print creation   audio/visual output finepix s5100 / finepix s5500 digital camera finepix s5100 / finepix s5500 digital camera finepix s5100 / finepix s5500 digital camera printer ( commercially available) xd-picture card xd-picture card digital photo printer cx-550 tv monitor   ( commercially available) ( audio/visual output ) (pc card slot) (cf card slot)   personal computer  (commercially available)   personal computer  (commercially available) image memory card reader dpc-r1 pc card adapter dpc-ad xd-picture card   usb drive dpc-ud1 compactflash card adapter dpc-cf usb usb ( usb ) ( usb ) pictbridge e by using the finepix s5100/finepix s5500 together with other optional fujifilm products, your system can be expanded to fill a wide range of uses.

 107 106 using your camera correctly power supply and batteries e read this information and the ?afety notes?( ? p.118), to make sure you use your camera correctly.  places to avoid do not store or use the camera in the following types of locations: h in the rain or in very humid, dirty or dusty places h in direct sunlight or in places subject to extreme temperature, such as in a closed car in summer h extremely cold places h places with strong vibration h places with smoke or steam h places subject to strong magnetic fields (such as near motors, transformers or magnets) h in contact with chemicals such as pesticides h next to rubber or vinyl products  damaged by water or sand the finepix s5100/finepix s5500 can be damaged on the inside and outside by water and sand. when you are at the beach or close to water, make sure that the camera is not damaged by water or sand. take care not to place the camera on a wet surface.  damaged by condensation if the camera is carried from a cold location into a warm place, water droplets (condensation) may form on the inside of the camera or on the lens. when this occurs, turn the camera off and wait an hour before using the camera. condensation may also form on the xd-picture card . in this event, remove the  xd-picture card and wait a short time.  when the camera is not used or is stored periods of time if you do not intend to use the camera for a long period of time, remove the batteries and the  xd- picture card .  cleaning your camera h use a blower brush to brush away any dust on the lens, lcd monitor, viewfinder and then gently wipe the camera with a soft, dry cloth. if any soil remains, apply a small amount of lens cleaning liquid to a piece of fujifilm lens cleaning paper and wipe gently. h do not scratch hard objects against the lens, lcd monitor or viewfinder. h clean the body of the camera with a soft, dry cloth. do not use volatile substances or cleaning products these items can cause damage.  using the camera when traveling when traveling overseas, do not place your camera in the check-in baggage. baggage can be subjected violent shocks, and the camera may be damaged inside or outside. applicable batteries h in the camera, use aa-size alkaline or nickel-metal hydride (ni-mh) batteries. do not use aa-size manganese or nickel-cadmium (ni-cd) batteries in your finepix s5100/finepix s5500 because the heat created by the batteries could damage the camera or cause it not to work. h the life of alkaline batteries varies between brands. the life of batteries you purchase may be shorter than those provided with the camera. notes on the batteries incorrect use of the batteries could cause them to leak, become hot, ignite or burst. always observe the precautions given below. h do not heat the batteries or throw them into a fire. h do not carry or store batteries with metal objects such as necklaces or hairpins. h do not expose the batteries to water, and keep batteries from getting wet or stored in moist locations. h do not attempt to take apart or change the batteries, including battery casings. h do not subject the batteries to strong impacts. h do not use batteries that are leaking, deformed, discolored. h do not store batteries in warm or humid places. h keep the batteries out of reach of babies and small children. h make sure that the battery polarity (  and  C ) is correct. h do not use new with used batteries. do not use charged and discharged batteries together. h do not use different types or brands of batteries at the same time. h if you do not intend to use the camera for a long period of time, remove the batteries from the camera. note if the camera is left with the batteries removed, the time and date settings are cleared. h the batteries feel warm right after being used. before removing the batteries, turn the camera off and wait for the batteries to cool down. h since batteries do not work well in cold weather or locations, warm the batteries by placing them inside your garments before use. batteries do not work well when cold. they will work again when the temperature returns to normal. h soil (such as fingerprints) on the battery terminals makes the batteries charge less reducing the number of images. carefully wipe the battery terminals with a soft dry cloth before loading. if any liquid at all leaks from the batteries, wipe the battery compartment thoroughly and then load new batteries. if any battery fluid comes into contact with your hands or clothing, flush the area thoroughly with water. note that battery fluid can cause loss of eyesight if it gets into your eyes. if this occurs, do not rub your eyes. flush the fluid out with clean water and contact your physician for treatment. changes the focal length by a factor of 0.79  (wide-angle: equivalent to 29 mm) without altering the f-stop value of the lens. h wide conversion lens specifications magnification: 0.79  lens configuration: 3 lenses in 3 groups shooting range: approx. 90 cm (3.0 ft.) to infinity dimensions: 70 mm (2.76 in.) dia.   32 mm (1.26 in.) mass (weight): approx. 185 g (6.5 oz.) accessories: adapter ring ar-fx9 (see below remarks),  lens caps (front and rear), lens pouch ? except for body color, the specifications of the wl-fx9 and wl-fx9b are the same. wl-fx9: silver wl-fx9b: black  ! the adapter ring enclosed with the finepix s5100/finepix s5500 (ar-fx5a) should be used with this conversion lens. the adapter rings provided with these conversion lenses (ar-fx9 for finepix 4900 zoom/6900 zoom/s602 zoom/s7000/s20 pro) cannot be used with the finepix s5100/finepix s5500.  ! only use the wide conversion lens at the wide-angle zoom setting.  ! the built-in flash cannot be used when the wide conversion lens is mounted.  ! commercially available filters can be mounted on the lens when the adapter ring is attached, but no more than one filter should be mounted at a time. wide conversion lens wl-fx9/wl-fx9b changes the focal length by a factor of 1.5  (telephoto: equivalent to 555 mm) without altering the f-stop value of the lens. h teleconversion lens specifications magnification: 1.5  lens configuration: 3 lenses in 3 groups shooting range: approx. 5.0 m (16.4 ft.) to infinity dimensions: 65 mm (2.56 in.) dia.   55 mm (2.17 in.) mass (weight): approx. 100 g (3.5 oz.) accessories: adapter ring ar-fx9 (see below remarks),  lens caps (front and rear), lens pouch ? except for body color, the specifications of the tl-fx9 and tl-fx9b are the same. tl-fx9: silver tl-fx9b: black  ! the adapter ring enclosed with the finepix s5100/finepix s5500 (ar-fx5a) should be used with this conversion lens. the adapter rings provided with these conversion lenses (ar-fx9 for finepix 4900 zoom/6900 zoom/s602 zoom/s7000/s20 pro) cannot be used with the finepix s5100/finepix s5500.  ! only use the tele conversion lens at the telephoto zoom setting.  ! the built-in flash cannot be used when the teleconversion lens is mounted.  ! commercially available filters can be mounted on the lens when the adapter ring is attached, but no more than one filter should be mounted at a time. teleconversion lens tl-fx9/tl-fx9b conversion lens guide  ( sold separately ) teleconversion  lens wide  conversion  lens mount the wide conversion lens by screwing in the direction of arrow. mount the teleconversion lens by screwing in the direction of arrow.

 109 108 $  $   #!   #   ! ('   (    '   () (  ) ('   (    '   y$ ? y $   ? )y".y) yy,!  ) y "  . y )     y  y ,   !  $'y('  $ ' y   (    '  #  #  $  $   ()*% (  )  * %     ('yyyyyyyy$    (    '   y y y y y y y y $   t? t ? ?!#}yyyyyy�#!( ? !  #  } y y y y y y �  #  !  (  +$y(.()"yyyy�#)( +    $ y ( . ( )  " y y y y � # ) (  () (  ) #!   #   ! $  $   #"$, # " $ , '()yyyyyyyy� '  (  ) y y y y y y y y � $  $   the ?ischarging rechargeable batteries?function can only be used with ni-mh batteries. the ?ischarging rechargeable batteries?function should not be used with alkaline batteries as it will completely drain the battery charge. use the ?ischarging rechargeable batteries?function in the following situations: i when the batteries can only be used for a short time after being charged normally i when the batteries have not been used for a long period i when you purchase new ni-mh batteries do not use the ?ischarging rechargeable batteries?function while using the ac power adapter. in these situations, the ni-mh batteries will not be discharged due to the external power supply. procedure for discharging rechargeable ni-mh batteries 1 $%)$# $ % )  $ # ()*% ()*% (  )  * % +?!  +  ? !   $ $   *)$  * ) $ 1 press the ?enu/ok?button. 2 press  d ?or  c ?to select  f ?option and then press  a ?or  b ?to select ?et - up? 3 press the ?enu/ok?button. 0 1 0 3 0 2  ! do not use the procedure for discharging rechargeable batteries with alkaline batteries. 2 1 press  d ?or  c ?to move to option 4 and then press  a ?or  b ?to select ?ischarge? 2 press  c ? 0 1 0 2 3 1 press  d ?or  c ?to select ?k? 2 press the ?enu/ok?button. the screen changes and discharging begins. when the battery level indicator blinks red and discharging ends, the camera turns off. 0 1 0 2  ! discharging takes a maximum of 15 hours.  ! to cancel discharging, press the ?isp/back?button. power supply and batteries always use the ac power adapter ac-5vh/ac-5vhs with the camera. the use of an ac power adapter other than ac- 5vh/ac-5vhs can cauce damage to your digital camera. h use the ac power adapter for indoor use only. h plug the connection cord plug securely into the dc input terminal of the fujifilm digital camera. h turn off the fujifilm digital camera before disconnecting the cord from the fujifilm digital camera? dc input terminal. to disconnect, pull out the plug gently. do not pull on the cord. h do not use the ac power adapter with any device other than your camera. h during use, the ac power adapter will become hot to the touch. this is normal. h do not take apart the ac power adapter. doing so could be dangerous. h do not use the ac power adapter in a hot humid place. h do not subject the ac power adapter to strong shocks. h the ac power adapter may emit a humming. but this is normal. h if used near a radio, the ac power adapter may cause static. if this happens, move the camera away from the radio. ac power adapter using the aa-size ni-mh batteries correctly h as a power source in digital cameras, aa-size ni- mh batteries (reffered to hereafter as ni-nh batteries) are superior to alkaline batteries in several ways, such as allowing more shots to be taken with the camera. however, care must be taken with the way ni-mh batteries are used if their original performance is to be maintained. h ni-mh batteries left unused in storage for long periods can become ?eactivated? also, repeatedly charging ni-mh batteries that are only partially discharged can cause them to suffer from the ?emory effect? ni-mh batteries that are ?eactivated?or affected by ?emory?suffer from the problem of only providing power for a short time after being charged. to prevent this problem, discharge and recharge them several times using the camera? ?ischarging rechargeable batteries?function. by repeating this cycle several times, the temporary reduction in performance caused by ?emory?or ?eactivation can be remedied and the batteries can be restored to their original performance levels. deactivation and memory are specific to ni-mh batteries and are not in fact battery faults. see p.109 for the procedure for ?ischarging rechargeable batteries? do not use the ?ischarging rechargeable batteries function when alkaline batteries are being used. h to charge ni-mh batteries, use the quick battery charger (sold separately). refer to the instructions supplied with the charger to make sure that the charger is used correctly. h do not use the battery charger to charge other batteries. h note that the batteries feel warm after being charged. h due to the way the camera is constructed, a small amount of current is used even when the camera is turned off. note in particular that leaving ni-mh batteries in the camera for a long period will overdischarge the batteries and may render them unusable even after recharging. h ni-mh batteries will self-discharge even when not used, and the time for which they can be used may be shortened as a result. h ni-mh batteries will deteriorate rapidly if overdischarged (eg. by discharging the batteries in a flashlight). use the "discharging rechargeable batteries" function provided in the camera to discharge the batteries. h ni-mh batteries have a limited service life. if a battery can only be used for a short time even after repeated discharge-charge cycles, it may have reached the end of its service life.  disposing of batteries when disposing of batteries, do so in accordance with your local waste disposal regulations.

 111 110 the timing for recording was incorrect because the  xd-picture card was formatted on a pc. use an  xd-picture card that was formatted on the camera. camera malfunction or fault. i turn the camera on again, taking care not to touch the lens. i turn the camera off and on again. if the message still appears, contact your fujifilm dealer. ccd-raw is set to ?n?in the ?et-up menu. set ccd-raw to ?ff?in  the ?et-up?menu ( ? p.81). w arning displays e the table below lists the warnings that are displayed on the lcd monitor. (lit red) (blinking red) the camera batteries are low or completely out of charge. load new or fully charged batteries. | there is a strong likelihood of camera shake because the shutter speed is slow. use flash photography. however, use a tripod for some scenes and modes. the af (autofocus) cannot work effectively. i if the image is too dark, take the picture at a distance of around 2 m (6.6 ft.) from the subject. i use af lock to take the picture. outside the ae continuous range. aperture/shutter speed display (lit red) the picture can be taken, but the correct brighthess (exposure) will not be obtained. no  xd-picture card is inserted. insert an  xd-picture card . i the  xd-picture card is not formatted. i the  xd-picture card contact area is soiled. i camera fault. i format the  xd-picture card on the camera. i wipe the contact area on the  xd-picture card with a soft dry cloth. it may be necessary to format the  xd-picture card . if the message still appears, replace the  xd-picture card . i contact your fujifilm dealer. the  xd-picture card is full. erase some images or use an  xd-picture card that has ample free space. the frame number has reached 999?999. 1 insert a formatted  xd-picture card into the camera. 2 set ?enew?as the frame no. setting in the ?et-up?menu. 3 start taking pictures (the frame numbers start from ?00-0001? 4 set ?ont.?as the frame no. setting in the ?et-up?menu. i the data could not be recorded due to an xd-picture card error or a connection error between the  xd-picture card and camera. i the image cannot be recorded as it is too large to fit in the available space on the  xd-picture card . i re-insert the  xd-picture card or turn the camera off and then on again. if the message still appears, contact your fujifilm dealer. i use a new  xd-picture card . warning displayed explanation remedy i the  xd-picture card contact area is soiled. i the  xd-picture card is damaged. i the  xd-picture card format is incorrect. i camera fault. i wipe the contact area on the  xd-picture card with a soft dry cloth. it may be necessary to format the  xd-picture card . if the message still appears, replace the  xd-picture card . i contact your fujifilm dealer. notes on the xd-picture card  image memory card h this image memory card is a new image recording media ( xd-picture card ) developed for digital cameras. the image memory card consists of a semiconductor memory (nand-type flash memory) to record digital image data. the recording process is electrically performed and enables erasure of existing image data as well as re- recording of new image data. h when using a new memory card, or a memory card that has been formated by a pc, be sure to format the card with your digital camera before using it.  protecting your data h images and movies may be lost or destroyed in the following situations. please note that fujifilm assumes no responsibility for data that is lost or destroyed. 1. removal of the memory card or turning the power off while the memory card is being accessed (i.e., during record, erase, initialization, and playback operations). 2. improper handling and use of the memory card by the user or third party.  h save your important data to another media (i.e., mo disk, cd-r, hard disk, etc.).  handling  xd-picture card h when storing  xd-picture card s, make sure that they are kept out of the reach of children. an  xd- picture card could be swallowed cause suffocation. if a child swallows an  xd-picture card , seek medical attention or call emergency number right away. h when inserting the  xd-picture card into the camera, hold the  xd-picture card straight as you push it in. h do not expose an  xd-picture card to shock. do not apply pressure, and avoid bending. h do not use or store  xd-picture card in hot humid places. h clean the  xd-picture card with a soft dry piece of cloth when dirty. h when carrying or storing an  xd-picture card , keep it in the special protective case. h the  xd-picture card will work well for long time, but will sooner or later lose its ability to store and play back images or movies. if this happens replace it with a new  xd-picture card . h never remove the  xd-picture card or turn the camera off during data recording or erasing ( xd- picture card formatting) as this could be damaged to the  xd-picture card . h the use of  xd-picture card s is recommended with the finepix s5100/finepix s5500. the recording quality cannot be guaranteed when xd-picture card s other than those manufactured by fujifilm are used. h the  xd-picture card may feel warm when it is removed from the camera after taking pictures. this is normal. h do not put labels on the  xd-picture card . peeling labels can cause the camera not to work properly.  using  xd-picture card with a pc h when taking pictures using an  xd-picture card that has been used on a pc, reformat the  xd-picture card using your camera for best quality. h when formatting an  xd-picture card , a directory (folder) is created. image data is then recorded in this directory. h do not change or delete the directory (folder) or file names on the  xd-picture card because this will make it impossible to use the  xd-picture card in your camera. h always use the camera to erase image data on an xd-picture card . h to edit image data, copy the image data to the pc and edit the copy.  specifications type image memory card for digital cameras ( xd-picture card ) memory type nand-type flash memory conditions for use temperature:  0? to +40?  (+32? to +104?) humidity:  80% max. (no condensation) dimensions 25 mm   20 mm   2.2 mm (0.98 in.   0.79 in.   0.09 in.)  (w   h   d)

 113 112 t roubleshooting e if you think the camera is faulty, check the following once more. no power. power cuts out during operation. batteries run out quickly. no photograph is taken when the shutter button is pressed. can? use the flash. the flash settings are restricted and cannot be selected. the playback image is dark even though the flash was used. can? set exposure compensation. can only select suppressed flash mode. the image is blurred. there is speckling on the image. the camera does not emit any sound. i the batteries have run out. i the batteries are loaded backward. i the battery cover is not closed correctly. i the ac power adapter plug has come out of the power outlet. the batteries have run out. i camera is being used in extremely cold conditions. i the terminals are soiled. i the batteries can no longer be recharged. i the rechargeable batteries (if used) have become deactivated, or the battery capacity has diminished due to the memory effect. i no  xd-picture card is inserted. i the  xd-picture card is full. i the  xd-picture card is not formatted. i the  xd-picture card contact area is soiled. i the  xd-picture card is damaged. i the auto power off function has turned the camera off. i the batteries have run out. i the shutter button was pressed while the flash was charging. i the flash is not popped up. i the mode dial is set to  , ?landscape. the mode dial is set to  , ?  . ?or  / ? i the subject is too far away. i your finger was covering the flash/flash control sensor. the mode dial is set to  b ?  m ?  , ?  . ?  / ?or  > ? continuous shooting is selected. i the lens is dirty. i the photographed subject was too dark. i you photographed scenery with macro mode selected. i you took a close-up shot without selecting macro mode. i you are shooting a subject that is not suited to autofocusing. the picture was taken with a slow shutter speed (long exposure) in a high-temperature environment. i the camera volume is set too low. i the microphone was blocked during shooting/recording. i there is something covering the speaker during playback. i load new or fully charged batteries. i load the batteries in the correct direction. i close the battery cover correctly. i plug the adapter back in. load new or fully charged batteries. i put the batteries in your pocket or another warm place to heat them and then load them into the camera just before you take a picture. i wipe the battery terminals with a clean, dry cloth. i load new or fully charged batteries. i use the rechargeable battery discharging function to restore the rechargeable batteries to full capacity. i insert an  xd-picture card . i insert a new  xd-picture card or erase some unwanted frames. i format the  xd-picture card on the camera. i wipe the  xd-picture card contact area with a clean dry cloth. i insert a new  xd-picture card . i turn the camera on. i load new or fully charged batteries. i wait until the charging is completed before pressing the shutter button. i pop up the flash. i change the photography mode. the flash settings are restricted because the camera settings are tailored to the scene being shot. change the photography mode for a wider range of flash settings. i move to within the effective flash range before taking the picture. i hold the camera correctly. change the photography mode. set continuous shooting to ?ff? i clean the lens. i try standing about 2 m (6.6 ft.) from your subject to take the picture. i cancel macro mode. i select macro mode. i use af/ae lock to take the picture. this is a characteristic of ccds and does not indicate a camera fault. i adjust the volume. i take care not to block the microphone during shooting/recording. i make sure that the speaker is uncovered. troubleshooting possible causes solutions displayed for pictbridge. this message appears when printing is performed from a fujifilm printer that supports pictbridge. refer to the owner? manual for the printer for details. i the voice memo file is faulty. i camera fault. i the voice memo cannot be played back. i contact your fujifilm dealer. an attempt was made to specify dpof settings for an image that is not supported by dpof. dpof printing cannot be used with this image format. the camera is not connected to pc or printer. i check that the usb cable (mini-b) is connected correctly. i check that your printer is turned on. displayed for pictbridge. i check that the printer is not out of paper or out of ink. i turn the printer off briefly and then turn it back on. i refer to the user manual supplied with your printer. displayed for pictbridge. check that the printer is not out of paper or out of ink. printing automatically restarts when the error is cleared. if the message still appears after checking, press the ?enu/ok?button to restart printing. displayed for pictbridge. i refer to the user manual for the printer being used and check whether the printer supports the jfif-jpeg or exif-jpeg image format. if not, the printer cannot print the images. i movie images cannot be printed. i was the image data photographed using finepix s5100/finepix s5500? you may not be able to print some images photographed on other cameras. an attempt was made to trim a 0.3m image or an image shot using the raw setting. the image cannot be trimmed. i an attempt was made to trim an image shot using a camera other than finepix s5100/finepix s5500. i the image is damaged. the image cannot be trimmed. i a protected file was encountered. i an attempt was made to add a voice memo to protected file. i protected files cannot be erased. remove the protection. i protected files cannot be added to voice memos. remove the protection. prints were specified for 1000 or more frames in the dpof frame settings. the maximum number of frames for which prints can be specified on the same  xd-picture card is 999. copy the images for which you want to order prints onto another  xd-picture card and then specify the dpof settings. w arning displays warning displayed explanation remedy i the played back file was not recorded correctly. i the  xd-picture card contact area is soiled. i camera fault. i an attempt was made to play a movie that was not recorded on this camera. i images cannot be played back. i wipe the contact area on the  xd-picture card with a soft dry cloth. it may be necessary to format the  xd-picture card . if the message still appears, replace the  xd-picture card . i contact your fujifilm dealer. i movies cannot be played back.

 115 114 specifications system model digital camera finepix s5100/finepix s5500 effective pixels 4.0 million pixels ccd 1/2.7 inch square pixel ccd number of total pixels: 4.23 million pixels number of recorded pixels still image: 2272   1704 pixels/1600   1200 pixels/1280   960 pixels/  640   480 pixels ( 4 / 2 / 1 / ` ) movie: 640   480 pixels (30 frames per second with monaural sound) 320   240 pixels (30 frames per second with monaural sound) storage media xd-picture card (16/32/64/128/256/512 mb) file format still image: compressed: jpeg (exif ver. 2.2) uncompressed: ccd-raw (raf) ? design rule for camera file system compliant dpof compatible movie: avi format, motion jpeg audio: wave format, monaural sound lens fujinon 10  optical zoom lens, f2.8-f3.1 aperture f2.8-f8 10 steps at wide-angle/f3.1-f9 10 steps at telephoto in 1/3 ev increments manual/auto selectable focal length f=5.7 mm to 57 mm (equivalent to 37 mm to 370 mm on a 35 mm camera) digital zoom 2 : approx. 1.4  / 1 : approx. 1.8  / ` : approx. 3.6  (10  optical zoom lens is used together: max. zoom scale: 35.5  ) focal range normal: wide-angle: approx. 90 cm (3.0 ft.) to infinity telephoto: approx. 2.0 m (6.6 ft.) to infinity macro: wide-angle: approx. 10 cm to 2.0 m (3.9 in. to 6.6 ft.) telephoto: approx. 90 cm to 2.0 m (3.0 ft. to 6.6 ft.) shutter speed b / m / , / . / n : 1/4 sec. to 1/2000 sec.  / / m : 3 sec. to 1/1000 sec.  < : 1/4 sec. to 1/1000 sec.  > : 15 sec. to 1/2000 sec. focus ttl contrast-type, auto focus, manual focus sensitivity b : auto (equivalent to iso 64 to 320, depending on coditions) 64/100/200/400 m / , / . / / / n / m / < / > : equivalent to iso 64/100/200/400 (during setting ccd-raw: iso 64/100/200) photometry ttl 64-zones metering multi, spot, average exposure control program ae ( b , n , m , , , . , / ), shutter-priority ae, aperture-priority ae, manual exposure exposure compensation ?.0 ev to +2.0 ev in 1/3 ev step increments  (in programmed auto, shutter-priority auto, aperture-priority auto) white balance auto ( b , m , , , . , / ) manual modes, 8 positions can be selected ( n , m , < ,  > ) viewfinder 0.33 inches, 115,000 pixels electronic viewfinder, approx. 100% coverage  lcd monitor 1.5 inches, low-temperature polysilicon tft 115,000 pixels,  approx. 100% coverage flash type auto flash using flash control sensor effective range: wide-angle: approx. 30 cm to 5.0 m (1.0 ft. to 16.4 ft.)  (approx. 30 cm to 2.0 m (1.0 ft. to 6.6 ft.): macro) telephoto: approx. 80 cm to 4.5 m (2.6 ft. to 14.8 ft.) flash modes: auto, red-eye reduction, forced flash, suppressed flash, slow synchro, red-eye reduction + slow synchro self-timer approx. 2 sec./10 sec. continuous shooting top 3-frame: number of recorded frames: up to 3 frames (at intervals as short as approx. 0.3 sec.) final 3-frame: number of recorded frames: last 3 frames before releasing the shutter button (at intervals as short as approx. 0.3 sec.) long-period continuous shooting number of recorded frames: up to 40 frames (at intervals as short as approx. 0.6 sec.) shooting functions best framing, frame no. memory playback functions trimming, automatic playback, multi-frame playback, voice memo other functions pictbridge, language ( , english, francais, deutsch, espa?ol, italiano,  ), finepix photo mode ( p -mode), web camera, discharge batteries a/v output ntsc/pal selectable t roubleshooting e if you think the camera is faulty, check the following once more. frame erase does not erase the frame. the erase all function does not erase all the frames. screens are not displayed in english. there is no image or sound on the tv. the tv image is black and white. when the camera is connected to a pc, the photographed image or playback image appears on the camera? screen. nothing happens when i use the mode dial. the camera no longer works correctly. can? print with pictbridge. the camera was connected to a pc when the usb mode was set to  ? ? some frames may be protected. a language other than english is selected in the   setting in the ?et-up menu ( ? p.81). i the camera is not connected to the tv correctly. i ?v?is selected as the tv input. i the video output setting is incorrect. the video output setting is incorrect. i the usb cable (mini-b) is not correctly connected to the pc or camera. i the pc is not turned on. i camera malfunction. i the batteries have run out. the camera has suffered an unforeseen problem.  ? ?is not selected in usb mode in the ?et-up?menu. unprotect frames using the camera on which the protection was first applied. 1 press the ?enu/ok?button to display the menu. 2 press  d ?or  c ?to select  f ?and press  a ?or  b ?to select ?et-up? press the ?enu/ok?button to display the set-up screen on the screen. 3 press  d ?or  c ?to move to option 4 and then press  a ?or  b ?to select . 4 press  d ?or  c ?several times to select ?nglish? 5 press the ?enu/ok?button. i connect the camera and tv correctly. i set the tv input to ?ideo? i change the setting to ?tsc?or ?al ( ? p.81). change the setting to ?tsc?or ?al ( ? p.81) i set up the camera and the usb cable (mini-b) correctly. i turn the pc on. i briefly remove the batteries or disconnect the ac power adapter. then reload the battery or reconnect the ac power adapter and try again. i load new or fully charged batteries. briefly remove the batteries or disconnect the ac power adapter. then reload the batteries or reconnect the ac power adapter and try again.  if the message still appears, contact your fujifilm dealer. select  ? ?in usb mode in the  ?et-up menu. perform steps  1 to  3 to remove the camera from the pc. h windows 1 the ?ew hardware found?wizard (or ?canner and camera?wizard) appears. if the wizard does not appear, proceed to step  3 . 2 click the [cancel] button. 3 disconnect the camera from the pc. h macintosh 1 the window for locating the driver appears. if the window does not appear, proceed to step  3 . 2 click the [cancel] button. 3 disconnect the camera from the macintosh. troubleshooting possible causes solutions

 117 116 explanation of terms af/ae lock on the finepix s5100/finepix s5500, pressing the shutter button down half way locks the focus and exposure settings (af and ae lock). if you want to focus on a subject that is not centered in the frame or change the picture composition after the exposure is set, you can obtain good results by changing the composition after the af and ae settings are locked. auto power save function if the camera is not used in any way for 60 seconds, this function turns features such as the lcd monitor/viewfinder (evf) off (sleep mode) to prevent battery depletion and the waste of power when the ac power adapter is connected. if the camera is then left unused for a further period, the auto power save function turns the camera off. this period can be set to 2 or 5 minutes on this camera. h the auto power off function does not operate in pc mode, during automatic playback, or if it is disabled during setup. deactivated batteries leaving an ni-mh battery unused in storage for a long period may cause a rise in the level of substances that inhibit current flow inside the battery and result in a dormant battery. a battery in this state is referred to as deactivated. because current flow is inhibited in a deactivated ni-mh battery, the battery? original level of performance cannot be achieved. dpof digital print order format dpof is a format used for recording information on a storage media (image memory card, etc.) that allows you to specify which of the frames shot using a digital camera are to be printed and how many prints are made of each image. ev a number denotes exposure value. the ev is determined by the brightness of the subject and sensitivity (speed) of the film or ccd. the number is larger for bright subjects and smaller for dark subjects. as the brightness of the subject changes, a digital camera maintains the amount of light hitting the ccd at a constant level by adjusting the aperture and shutter speed. when the amount of light striking the ccd doubles, the ev increases by 1. likewise, when the light is halved, the ev decreases by 1. frame rate (fps) the frame rate refers to the number of images (frames) that are photographed or played back per second. for example, when 10 frames are continuously photographed in a 1-second interval, the frame rate is expressed as 10 fps. for reference, tv images are displayed at 30 fps (ntsc). jpeg joint photographics experts group a file format used for compressing and saving color images. the higher the compression rate, the greater the loss of quality in the decompressed (restored) image. memory effect if an ni-mh battery is repeatedly charged without first being fully discharged, its performance may drop below its original level. this is referred to as the ?emory effect? motion jpeg a type of avi (audio video interleave) file format that handles images and sound as a single file. images in the file are recorded in jpeg format. motion jpeg can be played back by quicktime 3.0 or later. pc card a generic term for cards that meet the pc card standard. pc card standard a standard for pc cards determined by the pcmcia. pcmcia personal computer memory card international association (us). smear a phenomenon specific to ccds whereby white streaks appear on the image when there is a very strong light source, such as the sun or reflected sunlight, in the photography screen. wave a standard format used on windows systems for saving audio data. wave files have the ?wav?file extension and the data can be saved in either compressed or uncompressed format. uncompressed recording is used on this camera. wave files can be played back on a pc using the following software: windows: mediaplayer macintosh: quicktime player   ? quicktime 3.0 or later white balance whatever the kind of the light, the human eye adapts to it so that a white object still looks white. on the other hand, devices such as digital cameras see a white subject as white by first adjusting the color balance to suit the color of the ambient light around the subject. this adjustment is called matching the white balance. exif print format is a newly revised digital camera file format that contains a variety of shooting information for optimal printing. power supply and others power supply use one of the following: i 4  aa-size alkaline batteries i 4  aa-size ni-mh (nickel-metal hydride) batteries (sold separately) i ac power adapter ac-5vh/ac-5vhs (sold separately) guide to the number of  available frames for battery  operation conditions for use temperature :  0? to +40? (+32? to +104?) ; 80% humidity or less (no condensation) camera dimensions  112.7 mm   81.1 mm   79.3 mm/4.4 in.   3.2 in.   3.1 in. (w  h  d) (not including accessories and attachments) camera mass (weight) approx. 340 g/12.0 oz. (not including accessories, batteries and  xd-picture card ) weight for photography approx. 480 g/16.9 oz. (including batteries and  xd-picture card ) accessories see p.7 optional accessories see p.105 according to the cipa (camera & imaging products association) standard procedure for measuring digital still camera battery consumption (extract): when using alkaline batteries, use the batteries supplied with the camera. you can use ni-mh batteries also. the storage media should be  xd-picture card . pictures should be taken at a temperature of 23? (+73?), with the lcd monitor/viewfinder (evf) turned on, the optical zoom moved from full wide-angle to full telephoto (or vice-versa) and back again to its original position every 30 seconds, the flash used at full power every second shot and the camera turned off and then on again once every 10 shots. h note:  because the number of available shots varies depending on the capacity of alkaline batteries or the level of charge in ni-mh batteries, the figures shown here for the number of available shots using batteries are not guaranteed. the number of available shots will also decline at low temperatures. alkaline batteries approx. 200 frames ni-mh batteries 2300 mah approx. 400 frames battery type with lcd monitor on ? these specifications are subject to change without notice. fujifilm shall not be held liable for damages resulting from errors in this owner? manual. ? the lcd monitor/viewfinder (evf) on your digital camera is manufactured using advanced high-precision technology. even so, small bright points and anomalous colors (particularly around text) may appear on the monitor/finder. these are normal display characteristics and do not indicate a fault with the monitor/finder. this phenomenon will not appear on the recorded image. ? the operation error may be caused in a digital camera by the strong radio interference (i. e. electric fields, static electricity, line noise, etc.). ? due to the nature of the lens, the edges of photographed images may appear distorted. this is normal. specifications  standard number of available frames/recording time per xd-picture card the number of available shots, recording time or file size varies slightly depending on the subjects photographed. note also that the difference between standard number of frames and the actual number of frames is greater for  xd-picture card s with higher capacities. quality setting number of recorded pixels dpc-16 (16 mb) 2 1600   1200 25 ` 640   480 122 ~ 2272   1704 1 50 247 3 101 497 7 204 997 15 4 f 2272   1704 8 16 33 66 134 268 4 n 16 32 66 132 266 532 409 818 1 1280   960 33 68 137 275 550 1101 1997 3993 30 61 movie  % 640   480 13 sec. image data size 620 kb 130 kb 8.3 mb 1.9 mb 960 kb 460 kb  27 sec. 55 sec. 111 sec. 223 sec. 7.4 min. movie  $ 320   240 26 sec.  54 sec. 109 sec. 219 sec. 7.3 min. 14.6 min. dpc-32 (32 mb) dpc-64 (64 mb) dpc-128 (128 mb) dpc-256 (256 mb) dpc-512 (512 mb) input/output terminals a/ v output socket 2.5 mm dia. jack usb socket for file transfer to a pc dc input socket for specified ac power adapter ac-5vh/ac-5vhs (sold separately)

 119 118 caution do not use this camera in locations affected by oil fumes, steam, humidity or dust. this can cause a fire or electric shock. do not leave this camera in places subject to extremely high temperatures. do not leave the camera in locations such as a sealed vehicle or in direct sunlight. this can cause a fire. keep out of the reach of small children. this product could cause injury in the hands of a child. do not place heavy objects on the camera. this can cause the heavy object to tip over or fall and cause injury. do not move the camera while the ac power adapter is still connected. do not pull on the connection cord to disconnect the ac power adapter. this can damage the power cord or cables and cause a fire or electric shock. do not use the ac power adapter when the plug is damaged or the plug socket connection is loose. this could cause a fire or electric shock. do not cover or wrap the camera or the ac power adapter in a cloth or blanket. this can cause heat to build up and distort the casing or cause a fire. when you are cleaning the camera or you do not plan to use the camera for an extended period, remove the batteries and disconnect and unplug the ac power adapter. failure to do so can cause a fire or electric shock. when charging ends, unplug the charger from the power socket. leaving the charger plugged into the power socket can cause a fire. using a flash too close to a person? eyes may temporarily affect their eyesight. take particular care when taking pictures of children. when an xd-picture card is removed, the card could come out of the slot too quickly. use your finger to hold it and gently release the card. request regular internal testing and cleaning for your camera. build-up of dust in your camera can cause a fire or electric shock. h contact your fujifilm dealer to request internal cleaning every 2 years. please note this is not a free of charge service. do not heat, change or take apart the batteries. do not drop or subject the batteries to impacts. do not attempt to recharge lithium or alkaline batteries. do not store the batteries with metallic products. do not use chargers other than the specified model to charge the batteries. any of these actions can cause the batteries to burst or leak and cause fire or injury as a result. use only the batteries or ac power adapters specified for use with this camera. do not use voltages other than the power supply voltage shown. the use of other power sources can cause a fire. if the battery leaks and fluid gets in contact with your eyes, skin or clothing. flush the affected area with clean water and seek medical attention or call an emergency number right away. do not use the charger to charge batteries other than those specified here. the charger is designed for fujifilm hr- aa ni-mh batteries. using the charger to charge conventional batteries or other types of rechargeable batteries can cause the battery to leak fluid, overheat or burst. when discarding or storing batteries, cover the battery terminals with insulation tape. h contact with other metallic objects or batteries could cause the batteries to ignite or burst. keep xd-picture cards out of the reach of small children. because  xd-picture card s are small, they can be swallowed by children. be sure to store  xd-picture card s out of the reach of small children. if a child swallows an  xd-picture card , seek medical attention or call an emergency number. w arning safety notes h make sure that you use your finepix s5100/finepix s5500 camera correctly. read these safety notes and your owner? manual carefully before use. h after reading these safety notes, store them in a safe place. about the icons the icons shown below are used in this document to indicate the severity of the injury or damage that can result if the information indicated by the icon is ignored and the product is used incorrectly as a result. warning this icon indicates that death or serious injury can result if the information is ignored. caution this icon indicates that personal injury or material damage can result if the information is ignored. the icons shown below are used to indicate the nature of the information which is to be observed. triangular icons tell you that this information requires attention (?mportant?. circular icons with a diagonal bar tell you that the action indicated is prohibited (?rohibited?. filled circles with an exclamation mark tell you an action that must be performed (?equired?. if a problem arises, turn the camera off, remove the batteries, disconnect and unplug the ac power adapter. continued use of the camera when it is emitting smoke, is emitting any unusual odor, or is in any other abnormal state can cause a fire or electric shock. h contact your fujifilm dealer. do not allow water or foreign objects to enter the camera. if water or foreign objects get inside the camera, turn the camera off, remove the batteries and disconnect and unplug the ac power adapter. continued use of the camera can cause a fire or electric shock. h contact your fujifilm dealer. do not use the camera in the bathroom or shower. this can cause a fire or electric shock. never attempt to change or take apart the camera. (never open the casing.) do not use the camera when it has been dropped or the casing is damaged. this can cause a fire or electric shock. h contact your fujifilm dealer. do not change, heat or unduly twist or pull the connection cord and do not place heavy objects on the connection cord. these actions could damage the cord and cause a fire or electric shock. h if the cord is damaged, contact your fujifilm dealer. do not place the camera on an unstable surface. this can cause the camera to fall or tip over and cause injury. never attempt to take pictures while in motion. do not use the camera while you are walking or driving a vehicle. this can result in you falling down or being involved in a traffic accident. do not touch any metal parts of the camera during a thunderstorm. this can cause an electric shock due to induced current from the lightning discharge. do not use the batteries except as specified. load the batteries with the   and  C marks. w arning unplug from  power socket. do not use in the bathroom or shower. do not disassemble.
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